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Quality Aluminum
Windows and Doors

916.428.8060

Aluminum Frome Construction

French doors ond sliding doors

Horizontol ond verlicol sliding windows

Cosement ond projected windows

Fixed frome windows (custom shopes)

Speciolty windows (poss{hrough, greenhouse)
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Boy ond bow windows
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l've decided to yield the Comment page to outgoing
editorial board member, Daniel Gregory, who wrote
the following reflection in response to our request
for memorable learning experiences (sampled in

"Our Learning Stories" in this issue). ln these mean

and fearful days, when we mistrust the capacity
of our hearts and minds to embrace a rich and com-
plex world, it is good to recall voices of generosity.

Vincent Scully's is one such voice. Take it, Dan.

Tim Culvahouse, AlA, editor

Prospero's Other Cave:
Vincent Scully's Classroom
Daniel Gregory

"Exultation," wrote Emily Dickinson, "is the going of
an inland soul to sea; past the houses, past the head-

lands, into deep infinity." Exultation is what I and

many others felt when we sat down for the first time
in the Law School Auditorium and the lights dimmed
and the first pair of slides-an Arapahoe camp tepee
compared to Buckminster Fuller's Dymaxion
House-leapt onto the gigantic screen, and Vincent
Scully began discussing American architecture.

You could say time began there on Tues-

days and Thursdays at l:00 p.m., which, after a late
night, a full morning, and a hurried lunch, was a

risky time for anything to begin that required
some concentration. But we stayed awake for
these lectures. lt wasn't just the announcement
discouraging the taking of notes that captured our
attention-though refreshing and novel to me, it
seemed merely to puzzle the pre-med students-it
was the reasoning behind the requirement.

Naturally, the reason was to spend the time
studying the buildings and following Scully,s analyses

of architectural intent and social effect as closely as
possible. The point was to think about what he was

saying. Now that was the real novelty. He was teach-
ing us to look. The facts we assimilated; they did not

change much and they could be memorized. But

architectural form, from the ordinary or vernacular

to the monumental or heroic, took on a life of its
own in the hands of the sorcerer-historian.

He has said: r'lt is always a mistake to for-
sake the art for its makers. lt is in their art, not in
themselves, that artists are at their most human. ln

it they transcend the littleness of humanity and
magnify its grandeur. lt is therefore only through
art of one kind or another, and perhaps through
architecture most of all, that the shape of a larger

humanity can be suggested, imagined, or per-

ceived." He showed us a larger picture and gave us

architectural judgment.

Occasionally, Scully became so intent on

the process of visual analysis that crazy things hap-
pened. He favored an incredibly long, but apparent-
ly lightweight bamboo staff as a pointer. I think a

rug had originally been wrapped around it. One day

he banged so forcefully on the screen while empha-
sizing a point that the rod shattered with a mighty
crack-Prospero launching his Tempest-thoroughly
terrifying the back-benchers.

Another time he lingered a little too long
on a particularly suggestive slide comparison,
forgetting that some slide projectors-at least the
ancient dreadnoughts that Yale had in those
days-can overheat. He was discussing the
dynamism of the two designs, punctuating his
remarks with great diagonal arm-thrusts, saying

"Look at the feeling of movement evident here,,,

when all of a sudden the two slides really did
move, as first one and then the other blurred and
then burst into a smear of melting and smoking
Kodachrome. lt was a wonderfully Dada moment;
a sort of mad overdramatization of exactly what
he had been talking about.

You couldn't help but get caught up in the
exuberance and passion that he showed for his
subject. lndeed, Scully's lectures changed forever
the way his students viewed the world. He opened

our eyes to the life of forms in art and architecture
and showed us how the simple and complex act
of shaping space for human use can articulate our
sense of value, influence our view of the past,
and embody our ideals and aspirations. And he
made me want to find a career in writing about
the built environment. o

Comment
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www.degenkolb.com

san francisco los angeles ponland oakland san diego seattle

i n novative structural engineering
EARTHQUAKE SAFETY WORLDWIDE

NEW DESIGN REHABILITATION CONSULTING

The men and women of Degenkolb have more than 60 years of
proven, innovative structural engineeiing experience and

commitment to worldwide earthquake-safe buildings. We

collaborate with our clients to create designs that creatively adapt to
form, function and budget. As part of our commitment to
sustainable communities, our expert seismic solutions include:

environmental sustainability
disaster resilience
security
earthquake hazard mitigation
performance-based engineering

A Degenkolb
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Contributors

Philip J. Bona, AlA, recently opened Wolf Lang

Christopher Architects' Emeryville, California, office. He led Silicon

Yalley's Housing the Next 1ne Million AIA Design Charrette and is

past president of AIA San Mateo County. He is a member of the AIA

National Mentorship Taskforce, the AIA National Livable Commu-

nities Committee, the AIACC Long Range Planning Committee,

an AIACC CalcPac Trustee, a consultant to the AIACC Mentoring

Commlttee, and an Alternate Director of the AIACC Board.

Lynn Call, AlA, is principal of L. R. C. A. l. A. Architects and

Arc/Con Associates Contractors, a design/build organization.

Extensive studio and site collaboration with John Lautner, FAIA,

Architects; restoration of various projects including Frank Lloyd

Wright's Freeman and Sturges houses; and a previous design/

bulld partnership with Raymond Kappe, FAIA, Architects Planners,

form the practice of the Call studio and the Arc/Con partnership.

John M. Cary, Jr., Assoc. AlA, and Casius Pealer,
Assoc. AlA, are co-founders ol ArchVoices,a nonprofit think

tank on architectural education and internship. John earned his

M.Arch from UC Berkeley and is currently pursuing his PhD. He

has written extensively on professional education and train-

ing, as well as on community engagement opportunities in

architecture. Casius earned his B.Arch from Tulane University

and has since worked in a variety of capacities for nonprofit

organizations focused on the built environment, including the

American Architectural Foundation, the Mayors'lnstitute on City

Design, and the Tulane Regional Urban Design Center. He has

also worked as a carpenter and taught carpentry and small

business skills in the U.S. Peace Corps. Casius is currenfly pursu-

ing a J.D./M.P.P. degree conferred jointly by the University of

Michigan and Harvard University. The editor would like to

thank John M. Cory, Jr.,for compilingthelist of links that

oppeors at the conclusion of Philip J. Bona's "Mmtaring
tfu New Thought Leoders."

Daniel Gregory, PhD, Assoc. AlA, is home editor for

Sunsef magazine.

Donlyn Lyndon, FAIA, is Eva Li Professor of Architecture

at UC Berkeley and Editor of the journal PLACIS.He has served

as Chair or Head of Department at UC Berkeley, MlT, and the

University of 0regon and has been awarded both the the AIACC

[xcellence in Education Award and the AIA/ACSA Topaz Medal-

lion. He ls past President of the Association of Collegiate

Schools of Architecture. Lyndon was a founding member of

MLTW, architects for Condominium One at The Sea Ranch,

which has received the AIA lwenty-Five Year Award, and prac-

ticed until recently as a principal in Lyndon/Buchanan Associ-

ates in Berkeley. The Sea Ranch, a book co-authored with Jim

Alinder, is scheduled for publication by Princeton Architectural

Press in February 2004. His previous books include The Place

of Houses, with Charles W. Moore and Gerald Allen, Chambers

for a Memory Palace, also co-authored with Charles W. Moore,

and The City 1bserved:Bosfon. Lyndon's first intern experi-

ences were in the offices of his father, Maynard Lyndon, and

Raphael Soriano, and his first executed building was designed

as an Associate of Maynard Lyndon, FAIA.

Kirk Miller, FAIA, CDS, is a member and past president of

the California Architects Board. He has served the AIA as Secre-

tary of the California Council and as Chair of the National Ethics

Council. He is one of the authors of the national AIA Code of
fflrics Miller is in private practice ln San Francisco. He received

his Master of Architecture degree from UC Berkeley and his

Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Alberta.

Craig Park, FSMPS, Assoc. AlA, serves as Vice President,

Professional Systems, for the Harman Pro Group, worldwide lead-

ers in sound technology (www.harman.com). He holds a BS in

Architecture from California Polytechnic State University, San Luis

0bispo. He has 30 years'experience in multimedia facilities design

and technology consulting for the building industry. He is a Fellow

of the Society of Marketing Professional Services and serves as

their national president for 2002/03. He is a frequent writer on

marketing and business for industry journals, and his book, Desrqn

Market. Grow!: Buildinq an Endurinq Practice throuqh txpertise,

Excellence and Experience was published by SMPS in January 2003.

He can be reached at (818) 830-8754 or at craig@craigpark.com.

Patrick L. Pinnell, AlA, is an architect and town planner

in Haddam, Connecticut.

Anne Zimmerman, AlA, is principal of AZ Architecture

Studio in Santa Monica, a firm focusing on quality designs for

the publlc realm and the underserved, inspired by place and

urban issues. She is a member of the arcCA editorial board.
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Make a Grand Entrance

Marvin Windows and Doors has added new leatures and more
options to its already impressive Sliding French Door. This beautilul
door has all the charm o{ a French dooq but i{ offers another choice
where space is limited. For more information on all of Marvin,s
products, call 1-888-544-'i'iZ/ or visit them at www.marvin.com.
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D Great Income Potential a
. Proposition 47 provides for $ 1 3 billion worth of School

Construction and the demand for qualified construction
inspecton has never been higher.

. School Constuction Inspectors must be certified by ttre
Dvision of the Srate Architect (DSA).

. Apply for dre DSA Project Inspector Examination Today!

. DSA now accepts applications on a cuntinuous basis.

For f,uther information please visit

click on "lwpector lrfo" and then on
"lnspector Examilwtion lr{o & Application package"

or coll (916) 323-5971

School Construction
Inspectors Needed

www.dsa.ca.gov

Architectural Desktop.2004
was built for YOU!

. AutoCAD 2004 Software built in

r VlZ4 photorealistic rendering
engine included

. Single Click Object lnsertion for
repetitive objects like doors
and windows

o lntelligent Objects that behave
like their real world
counterparts

. Linked plans, sections, and
elevations from a single model

o Training Available, callfor
options
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Call CV|S today at
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to find out more about
this NEW release, or
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The 15th AIAEC
Monterey Design
Eonf erentre
When:
Where:

Septemler 1Z-14' ?003
Asllomar Conference Center'
Pacific Grove, CA

Seasoned as well as uP-and-
coming architects, associates,
students, allied professionals,
guests and children'

I

I
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\1,\ California Council

Who:

Join hun,rd$. ol design prof essiouals
fsr a weekdd of looking insidp the he,.ri:;

of a cross sectton of our peers to qe1 .'r

glimpse of what they are doiircl, .rn"i

where their tdleas oriqin.rtr' ilol-''t r,'r::::,

the opportunrty to expei l:'r ,r i' t iir
expression of ltleas at'Lii e::;lilt e tllt
penpheral tssLlPS c-lllri ::,,:,rl r: ri ;"
opportunllles attectli:1 -: i .l ..t r
of architecture.

For more information contact Mandi
Hultsman, conf erence coordinator at

[916) 448-908e or mhultsmanEaiacc or-c1.



in stock at our five locations in the tri-
county region, with many more available
by special order. Over I 00 mrieties on
hand. To learn more about our new nat-
uml stone collection,

Call 83 1.392.3700
I 755 Del Monte Blvd, Seaside

Graniterock.
Commercial . Residential . (ustom Estates

e

thetnquarries
States. findYou'll a selectionUnited large
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www.longlevit.com

[-lv Orrlcss rN SAN FRANCrsco AND Los ANGETES

San Francisco
601 Montgomery Skeet
Suite 900
San Francisco, CA 94111
Iel 415.397.2222
Fax 415.397.6392

Los Angeles
1100 Glendon Avenue
14th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Iel 415.397,2272
Fax 415,397.6392

lntelligent advocacy and practical advice for architects, engineers
and other design professionals.
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John Cage walking onto the podium in the Roya! Festival Hall in

filled with his closest friends (never true in London). He said:

"Nothing is accomplished by writing music.

"Nothing is accomplished by playing music.

"Nothing is accomplished by listening to music.

"Our ears are now perfectly in tune."

-Clive Wilkinson, AlA, Los Angeles

London tn1979, smiling from ear to ear as if the whole auditorium were



AIACC Members

Minoru lakeyama, who now practices and teaches in lokyo, is
the most talented architect I have ever known. As a student at

Harvard, his initial command of English (now excellent) was

almost non-existent. He and I were teamed for a design project

and had to communicate, despite the language barrier. He

resorted to the use of graphic algebraic symbols (plus, minus,

more, less, add, divide, subtract, approximate, infinity, differen-

tiate, etc.). That graphic language was quickly extended to sim-
ple diagrams, precursors to the pattern Language. lf ever one

were to suddenly, really understand the notion of 
,,diagrams 

to
architecture," that was a seminal, learning experience!

-Robert Herman, FAIA, San Francisco

My Mom took me out to the garden one spring morning when I

was four. She picked an iris and then sliced it into two halves

with a razor blade, showing me the pistil and stamen, the stig-

ma and the filaments. ln this moment, she opened up a whole

new world by showing me the wonder of looking beyond the
surface of flowers, . . . of all things.

-Ruth Gilliland, AtA, Burbank

Charles Moore, FAIA, was simply the best teacher of his genera-

tion. He taught everyone to tune in to the world, and especially to

popular culture, and to connect it to the deepest traditions and

aspirations of history. He exemplified the teaching that engaging

the world is essential and that meaning and value may exist

everywhere and can be invested in places.

Bob Mather (Univ. of Texas) lived and taught the

inevitable interdependence of architecture and social responsi-

bility. His was not the consciousness of the moment, but rather

a 0uaker's abiding and deep respect for the perpetuation of life

and of wonder. His students and colleagues were continuously puz-

zled by his positions and actions, and subsequenfly informed by

the power of his independent thoughtfulness.

-Robert S. Harris, fAlA, Los Angetes

"The same as those for a good person." - Folke Bjorg, Assistant

Professor of Architecture, Univ. of Hongkong,1953, when asked by

a student about the important ingredients for a good architect.

-led Wu, AIA-|, Los Anqeles

ln Drawing /0/at the Univ. of ldaho, we spent the first four class

periods, of three hours each, drawing the same still life. I don't

recall anyone with exceptional artistic skills among us; however,

after working the same drawing for twelve hours, everyone had

developed a drawing worth keeping. Since that time, I have

never been intimidated at trying something new, and I am

always prepared to spend enough time to make it a success.

-Christopher Mehren, AlA, Los Angeles

Summer of 1949, as I stood in vestibule of train moving
through New York state and commented to woman standinq

near me how unkempt the landscape appeared compared to
what l'd been seeing in Europe, and she looked at me and

asked, "So what are you going to do about it?"

-frank t. Hotchkiss, AlA, Laquna Niguel

The tone for the balance of my education was set at the end

of my first quarter of design with Wes Ward at Cal poly, SL0.

The class was essentially the design-of"the-week club, with ten

or eleven projects during the quarter. Half of my projects

came out brilliantly, and the other half were miserable.

Wes debriefed each student before issuing final
grades. I sat down for my appointment with him and he imme-

diately asked, "So, what did you learn this quarter?,,

I recounted my own observation of my erratic per-

formance, then went through each project in order, identifying
what I did successfully in those that came out well and what

had gone wrong with those that did not. Wes listened patienUy,
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nodding occasionally, with a faint smile on his lips. He paused

very briefly at the end of my discourse, then remarked, "Well,

you've certainly learned this quarter," and marked an A in

his book.

Wes uttered all of two sentences in the whole

conversation and made two stokes of his pen, but they formed

the most profound learning experience of my adult life. At

that moment, I realized it wasn't about doing perfect work,

but about learning.

-Greq Allen Barker, AlA, San Luis 1bispo

My most memorable learning experience was the six-year

period I spent working with the person I consider my mentor,

Frank Tomsick, FAIA. I remember vividly one of his simple

lessons: Never use one of anything (can be applied at all I

scales, from large formal devices down to simple fasteners). 
i

Jerry Veverka, AlA, San Francisco 
I

My first visit to Kahn's Yale Center for British Art in New Haven

touched me in a profound way. As I walked through the for-

mally precise spaces, so clearly oriented to one another, and

looked at the splendid craftsmanship, I had the distinct

impression, althouqh clearly not actually possible, that the

architect cared about me personally.

Paul Adanson, AlA, San francisco

While in graduate school at the Harvard GSD, I was fortunate

enough to be able to take a studio from Jerzy Soltan, a Polish

architect who had worked with Le Corbusier in Paris after

being liberated from a German prisoner of war camp. More

than anyone else, he taught me about the moral obligations

we face as architects. The remark that really made an impact

was one he credited to Le Corbusier.

It seems Le Corbusier was challenginq the proposed

design of a new maior building in New York. Someone pointed

out how well the building worked for the people who would be

using lt. He responded by saying that yes, the building worked

for the few hundred people who would be inside it every day,

but didn't it have the greater obligation to work as well for the

thousands who would walk by and look at it each day as well?

-Mark Schatz. AlA, San francisco

I was truly amazed that I had made it through four years of

architectural school at USC. We had a first year class of over

two hundred and a potential graduating class of about forty'

My first professor had said, "Look at the person to the left and

to the right; only one of you will finish." School became a chal-

lenge rather than an adventure.

The competition was fierce and took an emotional

toll. By fifth year, I had lost my enthusiasm for architecture

and was ready to admit that I was not cut out for this profes-

sion. Bill Pereira was head of the fifth year design studio and

was assisted by John Rex, Bill Beckett, and A. Ouincy Jones, all

practicing architects spending a few hours each week at the

school. I drew 0uincy Jones as my critic. Ialk about the luck of

the draw. ln my first session with 0uincy, he complimented me

on my planning concept but said that I was pushing too hard

for an image. He told me to relax, let the forms flow naturally

from the plan. I was guilty of "over design," not knowing when

to stop. "simpllcity and honesty In form and materials are not

in conflict with meaningful architecture." Words to live by.

Ouincy Jones eliminated the doubt that I had about

a career in architecture and renewed my desire to give lt a go.

He became not only my mentor but also a good friend. He left

us far too s0on.

-George Bissell, fAlA, Newport Beach

Lou Kahn was my thesis critlc. He was a very klnd man and

Inspirational in his criticism durlng the formation of the

design concept, but he really wasn't much interested in work-

ing out the details of an idea. ln spite of that, he came in the

drafting r0om one day late in the refinement stage of our

work and could see the anguish on my face, so he came up to

look at what I was doing. My thesis proiect was a museum and,

try as I might, I couldn't work it out so that the elevator doors

opened in a good place on each of the three levels. I knew it

wasn't the sort of problem to ask him about, but he let me

explain why each floor had to have the elevator in a different

place. When I finished, he looked at me and said, "John, has it

occurred to vou that 

"'":TiilT i;ilt,l:;" ,,, francisco

I remember George Hasslein, founder of California Polytechnic

State University, College of Architecture and Environmental

Design, coming to the California Desert Chapter of the AIA

board of directors installation dinner in 1986. A number of the

board members were Cal Poly alumni. He read each board

member's answers to a questionnaire from his ARCH 101,

tntroduction to Architecture class for all first-year students. As

new associate director of the chapter, I shared the realization

that some of the top design professionals l'd come to admire

were once just wide-eyed college students with the same

dreams and ambitions I had. George's presence always

seemed to remind me that people, no matter their professional

status, were just Plain folks.

-Paul S. Anderson, AlA, Newport Beach
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I was an unhappy business major and took a history of archi-

tecture course to fulfill a liberal arts requirement. I remember

the first class where I became transfixed by architecture - not

by soaring cathedrals, which came later in the course - but by

the little mud huts, the earliest human efforts to provide

shelter for ourselves' 
-Andy pease, AtA, San Luis bbispo

The most influential architecture professor for me was an out-

sider, William Garnett, the noted aerial landscape photographer.

Garnett was a legendary master of black & white photography

and was part of the nebulous'visual studies'group at Berkeley.

He did his work from the sky. I stumbled into his class one day,

to fill out my schedule of undergraduate electives, and I was

changed forever. He taught me to see. He understood light,

shadow, form, and three-dimensional viewpoint better than

most architects that I know. As a teacher, he accepted no

excuses or cute cosmetic tricks in our work. He demanded

old-fashioned excellence and rigorous technique. Buildings

are frames of reference, like the photographer's frame, and

their perspective will be asserted for many years. Garnett

understood this and burned it into my brain.

- Kurt Lavenson, AlA, 0akland

Wurster Hall Graduate Studio: Joseph Esherick addressing a

couple of students at a desk "crit": "Sure, beauty should be

0ur c0ncern as designers. However, I don't think it can be

about following rules, guidelines, and doctrines. If we were

functioning properly, I think it should be just the way we do

things normally, automatically. lt should be more like breath-

ing for architects. lt keeps the work alive."

-John Lucchesi, AlA, San Mateo

When I was just a freshman in my Basic Design class, a group

of seniors came in to talk to us, representing themselves as

teachers'assistants for the day. They gave us a long list of
items to purchase at the bookstore, consisting of the follow-

ing: a T-Square, scales, erasers, and a set of "focal points.,'

Needless to say, I never found the "focal points" until my

second year Perspective Graphics class!

-Maurice Camarqo, AlA, San Jose

The best lesson I ever learned happened my last year at Cal

Poly, SL0. I was taking a construction management course on

project delivery. Our teacher, Barbara Jackson, had us work in

groups of four (l represented the Architect and the others
were C.M.s). 0ur challenge was to work together to present a
proposal for a design/build project. We had many conflicts. lt

seemed that the C.M.s wanted things to go their way, and I

wanted things my way. Our teacher brought us together to

discuss the problems we were experiencing, and once we

cleared the air about our differences and created our "team

goals," our team delivered a great presentation. We all got As

for the project and parted as friends. I walked away from that

experience with a new understanding: that everyone is valu-

able and has something valuable to contribute; and, further-

more, that if we share our perspectives openly, usually the

outcome is extraordinary! I know that my parents told me

this lesson many times before, but I needed to experience

It first hand.

-Tina Bauer, Assoc. AlA, Lonq Beach

Durinq one of our class juries at MlT, Alvar Aalto made a state-

ment that helped me choose from the bewildering variety of
possible design directions. 0ur sophomore class, largely made

up of men seriously searching for answers to the design

conundrum, had been asked to submit their solutions for a

nursery school. The younger teachers all made perfunctory

remarks about the required number of toilet fixtures, legal

door swings, or the height of handrails. Aalto waited for the

last word. "These are all very nice proposals, filled with very

modern ideas of steel, bricks, and glass, but," he continued,
"Where do the children go when the lions come?" Most of the

sixty student faces looked bewildered. Alvar explained, "Don't

you know the story about the little boy in the jungle? When

the lions came, little Sambo went and hid under the trees.

Ithere do the children go when the lions come?"

- S herwood Stoc k we I l, f A I A, lt/o I cott, C ol o rad o

My grandparent's home near Ann Arbor, Michigan, brings back

vivid memories. The sequence of rooms allowed me to chase

my sister from the kitchen to the living room through the

master bedroom into a hallway leading back to the kitchen. I

have always thought that a house for children should have

such a circular plan....

You may be conjuring up images of Currier and lves

or Kincade's cottages. Not so! ln the early'40s, my grandfather

had built a long, low-slung, modern house, undoubtedly
influenced by Wright's popular Prairie style. My grandfather

selected a slate roof with deep overhangs, stone and plaster

walls, on a concrete slab with radiant floor heating. I was content

to run toy trucks along the geometric patterns of the Oriental

rug on the warm floor in front of the large stone fireplace. Curi-

ously, I remember the small metal clips that fastened large
panes of butted plate glass in the front bay window.

-Thomas J. Carleton, AlA, Salinas
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Philip J. Bona, AIA

Since the late r97os, the Intern Development Pro-
gram (lDP) has traveled across the country, being
adopted by state after state as a recognized mentor-
ing program with a common structure to standardize

nationwide the experiential skills of interns. ln zoo5,
California jumps on the train as a commitment to its
young architects that a culture of mentoring will
prevail in this state. We can look towards mentors
as educators, leaders, and partners in creating a

future for the profession that ensures success and
prosperity for all.

IDENIIFYING WHAT WE DO BEST

Before we know how to be a proper mentor for the
generations to come, before we can offer wisdom
that will be appropriate and effective for our prot6g6s,

we must be sure we know where we are going as a

profession and as individuals.

If our professional mission is to advance
the art and science of building, then the skill sets

needed are fairly straightforward. If our mission also
includes strategic planning of integrated ensembles
of buildings and business operations using princi-
ples of smart economic growth and sustainable

17
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We talk nostalgically of the mentor relationships between

notable masters and their apprentices, such as Bernard May-

beck and Julia Morgan, William Jenny and Louis Sullivan, Louis

Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

and Philip Johnson. While the mentors of Richard Meier,

Michael Graves, Frank Gehry, and Thom Mayne are not yet well

known or celebrated, these great architects had their own

masters early in their careers, you can be sure.

Over the past few years, architects in California

have discussed and debated the benefits of mentoring. While

the proponents of mentorlng have won the creation of the

AIACC "Mentoring Program," most AIA members remain

focused on objective constraints, such as the marketplace,

fees, and-as much as possible today-good design. We are

talking the talk of mentoring but haven't yet committed to

walking the walk.



materials to shape a built environment that is repre-

sentative of a more inclusive social context, then

many more diverse skill sets are needed.

In our never-ending search to strengthen

our credibility as professionals, we have recently

committed to strive for a synergy around a broader

knowledge base. We have learned over the past few

decades that alone we can't be all things to all people

in the complex and highly regulated design and con-

struction process. Instead, motivated architects,

through a new collaborative culture with more spe-

cialized individual skill sets, can create new leader-

ship opportunities in the construction industry and

the construction economy as well. Know more, be

more, be the expert-or give in to others who will.

As "Thought Leaders," architects can use

these new skill sets to redirect the economy and pub-

Iic policy towards the contemporary priorities of liv-

able communities, smart growth, and sustainability.

Developing strategic alliances with others, we

enhance the future opportunities for the architect to

become not only a building design professional, but

also an educator, politician, advocate, critic, and even

, "Development Strategist."

We have already played many of these roles

during our careers. Now each of us must ask what it
is that we, individually, know best, and how can we

o{Ier it to a prot6g6, so that someday he or she may

become a master of these skills. And we must ask,

as well, the aspirations and goals ofeach prot6g6.

DEFINING TERMS

As mature, experienced architects in leadership posi-

tions in our firms, we all believe that we are, to some

extent, mentoring our young staff. Why, then, do so

many of them say that we are not available or not

approachable? Is it that we don't have the time or

that they're not asking the right questions? It's both.

First, it is necessary to make a distinction

between the historic Mentor/Prot6g6 or Master/
Apprentice relationship and what has become the

usual Advisor/Intern or Supervisor/Employee rela-

tionship. It is not just semantics; it is about commit-

ment and relationships.

We all enjoy the opportunity to share advice

or wisdom with our peers, our staff, and even our

employers. These important exchanges can be con-

strued as mentoring, but perhaps it would be wiser

to distinguish between advising and mentoring, so

as to strengthen the credibility and value of the latter.

Both are important to the journey of an architect in
his/her pursuit oflifelong learning and success. But

the difference is about the level of commitment in
the relationship between two individuals. Advising is

a critical component of "on the job training" and

daily growth. Mentoring is more; it connotes a com-

mitment and a lasting career relationship between

master and apprentice or mentor and prot6g6. The

success of a mentorship program will be measured,

not in day-to-day learning, but in the strength of the

relationships made and how they reshape our profes-

sion. We shape our prot6g6s, and afterwards our

prot6g6s shape us.

WHAT INTERNS WANT, WHAT THEY OFFER

So what do today's prot6g6s want, and what do they

have to offer) What are students, interns, and young

architects really thinking? Perhaps it is no one

thing-having an accredited degree, or taking the

state exams and getting licensed, getting a raise, pay-

ing back the enormous student loans, developing a

meaningful relationship with a significant other,

exercising, eating healthier, living longer, or being

an active member of the X or Y-Generation. They

have passion, focus, motivation, curiosity, comPas-

sion, concern, and righteousness, and they want

it all.

The work ethic is there, but only to a point.

They have been told that it is healthier to strive for a

balance between life and work, to avoid divorce or

burnout, and that is what many are doing. They want

answers, experiential skill sets, more of their supervi-

sor's time, and more opportunity to design, to meet

clients, and to be in the field during construction-
and they want all these things to fit into an eight-

hour workday. This is their contradiction, their weak-

ness and their strength.

Many of us came up with graphite and

erasing shields doing the iob day or night till it was

done. It is just not that way anFmore. Being consum-

mate architects with much time "on the boards,"

how do we learn to achieve balance in our own livesl

We can watch and learn from our prot6g6s. Because

mentoring is truly a two-way relationship, we are

able to give what we know while we observe how to

achieve balance between living and passion for one's

r8



work. A prot6g6 can bring us not merely exposure to I LINKS SUGGESTED by J

highly usefirl technology skills, but a renewed joie de 
I

vivre, abalance oflife. I Resources for lnterns

cH00stNG

Remembering that good mentoring is about the bene-
fits of a lasting relationship, it is important to choose
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John M. Cary, Jr., Assoc. AlA, and
Casius Pealer, Assoc. AIA

Although there have never been any conclusive studies to

prove this, many members of our profession regularly bemoan

the notion that half of all architecture graduates never enter

into "traditional" or mainstream practice. "Alternative career"

is an inappropriate and out-dated label for these nontraditional

pursuits, but not because of the important insight that old

"alternatives" are becoming more common; rather, because of

the reality that the word "career" is losing its traditionally sin-

gular meaning. lf graduates today are expected to have five or

six "careers" (as was suggested by a noted futurist in a recent

issue of Fasf Company\, how can we call any one of those five

or slx pursuits a career?

0ne answer can be found in the relevance of

alternative practitioners to traditional practice. There are

fundamental similarities about how we architects approach a

problem, how we view the world, and what goals and ideas

drive that view. We can work within a particular traditlon, even

if not in a traditional way. Architects working outside of main-

stream practice settings-corporate boardrooms, community

design centers, government offices, classrooms, and even

courtrooms-all share common bonds.

As a profession, we collectively recognize the need

to communicate eff ectively with members of the public.

Accordingly, practitioners want interns to be better versed in
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skills such as writing, economics, and business practices. Yet,

rather than encourage more liberal arts classes, we encour-

age more architecture requirements: codes, materials,
professional practice, CAD, studio, and more CAD. We also

encourage students to start working in architecture firms

prior to graduation. Ihese important efforts to better prepare

young people for the profession focus on fundamental skills

with lmmediate applicability in architectural practice as it is

currently configured. They confuse "professional education"

with "technical education." Most significantly, they fail to real-

ize that liberal arts classes and "non-architectural" experi-

ences are preparing students for professional practice, often

more so than yet another class or setting filled with
architects, led by architects, ever will.

Additionally, requiring more architecture classes

implies that the skills needed to practice are identifiable and

static-or that, perhaps more questionably, the academy will

be able to keep pace with what skills are needed and introduce

them as appropriate. Recognizing the importance of flexibility

in a professional curriculum, the National Architectural Accred-

iting Board (NAAB) requirements specify that a maximum of

60% of coursework can be core architecture requirements.

This leaves a minimum of 40%o free electives. Though this
requirement is intended to refer to completely free electives,

many schools have required that these electives be fulfilled

strictly in architecture courses.

The current structure of the lntern Development

Program (lDP) also works against the exploration and discov-

ery that is so important for the profession. lf a graduate has

an opportunity to work for, say, an lnternet firm, and does so

for just two years, she has likely placed herself out of any

entry-level architecture job. NCARB requires that she still put

in seat time drawinq construction documents to complete lDp.

lnstead, her firm enlists her to provide an effective online
presence, and economically it will never make sense to put

her skills in front of a CAD machine for ten hours a day.

Though she may design projects, interact with clients, and be

perceived as a competent professional, she will never have

the opportunity to get licensed-not because she can't pass

the ARE, but because she isn't allowed even to take it. ln fact,

the AIA's 2000-2002 firm and 2002 Compensation Surveys

recently acknowledged this situation by including a category

for "non-registered architects" and "architect/designer"

respectively, essentially removing the artificial distinction
between licensed and non-licensed professionals. According

to the /// Firm Survey, non-registered architects account for
17% of all employees in architecture firms nationwide (second

only to the 29% of employees who are licensed architects). We

like to compare our profession to law and medicine, but both

of those professions encourage, facilitate, and place great

importance on professional licensure. There would be a crisis

in the legal profession if just two-thirds of lawyers were actu-

ally "licensed" to practice. We are here arguing that there is

already such a crisis in the architectural profession.

As opportunities within the traditlonal practice of

architecture increase exponentially, young and experienced

architects are pursuing "alternative" careers to a degree that

the term "alternative" hardly applies. As Thomas Fisher notes

in his recent book, /n the Scheme of Things, "We call [what
architects dol design, but it also goes by the name of leader-

ship, and there are few things in the world that people value

more than that." The advent of "alternative careers" is exacfly

what we have hoped for for years: that architects should be as

ubiquitous as lawyers throughout society. The difference is

that the legal profession embraces and facilitates these

alternatives, while the architectural profession-in disavowal

of the incredible range of architects' contributions throughout

history-increasingly defines itself narrowly and technically.

lf architects are finding satisfying opportunities to

utilize their design skills in other fields and aspects of society,

the profession needs to empower these people as ambassadors.

0ur profession has much to gain from the sort of public rela-

tions and behind-the-scenes work that these experienced

ambassadors can offer. But does the architecture profession

itself benefit or change somehow as a result of their experi-

ences? ln short, are we simply exporting our discipline's

knowledge and abilities, or are we exchanging? lf we are

exchanging, what knowledge and abilities should "alternative

practitioners" bring back to the discipline? And how can we

structure the profession to encourage people who have exper-

imented outside the discipline to return to the development of

mainstream practice?

The profession has an incredible opportunity to
embrace every architecture school graduate as its own, regard-

less of where their careers have led them. The authors of this

article have grown personally and professionally from the range

of unique experiences and opportunities that have shaped our

relatively short careers. At least one of us will likely never be

licensed to practice architecture, though few people are more

involved in the profession itself. The good news is that there are

many other people, just like us, who care deeply about the pro-

fession that trained them. The profession needs to recognize

and empower these many "non-architects" as ambassadors. o



Some Built !nfluences

m

Bourns Hall College ol Engineering at UC Riverside ('1996) is one of a series of proiects by Anshen + Allen, LA, that learn from Louis Kahn's

Salk lnsiltute 0959-65), lt embraces and transforms concepts developed for the Salk, which include tlexible and adaptable modular

laboratories, highly serviced loft spaces, a central court as the heart ot the complex, a separation ot spaces for technical experimentation

and spaces for contemplation, the separation and articulation of material systems, and the refinement of cast'in'place concrete.

Turnbull Griffin Haesloop,s Lonq Meadow Ranch Winery (1997) continues the firm's long-standing investlgation of California's farm vernacular

but broadens the frame ot reference to lnclude triple-gabled dwellings from South Carolina.

Traditional craft meets contemporary craft in Backen Gillam Architects'Constant Residence (2OO2), which draws from a rich history of rural

American building types, including the drive-through barn and the dogtrot house'
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Hagy Belzberg's Matala Residence retlects the careful study of houses by John Lautner, in particular the glazed, prismatic forms of Lautner,s

Sheats-Goldstein Residence of 1963/1989.
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Two examples ot work influenced by the houses of R.M. schindler demonst.ate the range ot expression afforded by the study of precedent,

Fernau & Hartman Architects' House in West Marin 0999) (above top, ) transforms a set of elements-fireplace, bearing wall, open roo, framing,

and clerestory lighting-of Schindler's Kings Road House (1922). ln thelr Steinh0de Sea Recreational Facitity (above bottom), Randail Stout

Architects make rather freer use of a tectonic vocabulary inspired by Schindler's Tlschler House 09SO).
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The Art of
Bu ild ing:
Reintroducing
P ra ct ice
into Education

Kirk Miller, FAIA, CDS

Architecture has been recognized as the Oueen of the Arts. lt

is the art that is seen by anyone walking or driving by a

building-one does not have to pay to see it. lt affects the

behavior of the users of the building. Moreover, buildings

impact not only those near the building, but those afar.

Architecture is truly in the public domain. And the palette of

materials from which an architect designs is the largest, deep-

est, most diverse, and the most complex in their interactions

of any that an artist might use.

The title Architect is derived from archi (Latin and

Greek) for chief, and fekfon (Greek) for carpenter, particularly

as a carpenter applies art. Ihus, the term Master Builder has,

until recently, been used for architect. The State Board of

Architecture, immediately after lts formation by the Californla

Legislature in l90l, reinforced this view of the profession. They

required that any candidate for the title Archltect must

demonstrate "knowledge to the design and construction of

buildings and to supervise the execution of the work."

Today the architect is no longer the "chief" with

regard to how buildings come about. Not only are we no

longer the carpenters, the builders, or even overseers of the

construction process; too often we no longer adequately know

how buildings go together or how to document how they go

together. We, as a profession, have lost the Art of Building.
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The ultimate decisions about buildings are made by (l) codes and regulations, (2) complete and coordinated con-
other players in the entitlement, financing, construction, and struction documents, (3) construction contract administration,

development processes. The newest, and "hottest," project and (4) communication: written, verbal, and graphic. These

delivery system is deslgn-build, in which the architect often two studies demonstrate that what is not taught to a student
works for the building contractor. Construction managers in architecture school remains as weak spots throughout that
have taken over a large portion of architects'traditional work. architect's professional life.

Value engineers redesign architects' work to get projects Architectural educators correcfly argue that one of
within budget. Government agencies interpret codes. Eanks their roles is to teach students how to think and how to solve
determine the feasibility of projects. Many clients do not want problems. Knowing how to get the answer is a permanent skill:
the design architect to be involved during construction. The once you know the process, you will always be able to get the
architect is no longer even the final arbiter of the building's answer. They do not teach all the answers, but educators
design. For architects again to be Master Builders, or even to claim that they teach how to get the answers. But how can
regain their former influence, the profession must recapture graduates learn to get answers for those areas not even
the Art of Building. The process by which we prepare architects addressed in studios or other course work?
for practice must be improved. gnfortunately, the typical schools of architecture,

How are we currently passing on the body of knowl- in studio classes, only go through schematic design and,
edge of the architectural profession through our educational, sometimes, into design development. Construction documents
experiential, and examination processes? 0n the examination classes are rarely mandatory, and when taught are usually a
side, we have a California Supplemental Examination that partofalimitedprofessionalpracticecourse.
queries applicants on their knowledge of practice areas pecu- Should not tie entire process of designing a build-
liar to California and California practice areas not adequately ing, and how it is to be constructed, be formally taught in
covered in the national ARE (Architectural Registration Exam). An school? Should not the studio culture be changed to take
outstanding question about the exams is whether or not the students through the entire architectural process, and to
comprehensive design examination, which was dropped by integrate all the aspects that determine the design, documen-
NCARB (National Council of Architectural Registration Boards) tation, and construction of a building? Knowing the basics of
in 1995, should again be required to demonstrate that candidates that process, interns can then apply this knowledge to the
can synthesize the elements of a building, within the many real- varying situations in which they find themselves.
world constraints, and actually design a functional building. Architecture is an applied art. What must be applied

To improve experiential preparation for practice, are not only aesthetics, form, site conditions, and meeting the
the CAB (California Architects Board) is requiring aspiring design program, but the total function of the building, including
architects, subject to regulatory approval and as of January l, codes (arguably the largest design determinant), major building
2005, to enroll in and complete the national IDP (lnternship systems, materlals and methods, and constructability.
Development Program). California is also including a compre' One of the greatest challenges facing academia is
hensive requirement (C-lDP). This program will ensure that to how to teach students that the integration of these areas
interns have a more diverse and thorough experience during into desiqn is essential. How can they be made less mundane?
the time between their formal education and licensure. Students must understand that architects must design within

Education is the foundation upon which experience the constraints of the real world, or must design around those
and internship grow. But a large gap exists between education constraints. All too often, however, the goal of the studios is
and practice, as evidenced in forty years of innumerable arti- to not constraln the student by the "facts of life,, of the real
cles in professional journals, studies, and books by architects, world. They are encouraged to "think outside the box.,, But
academicians, sociologists, and government agencies. how can one think outside the box until one knows what the

NCARB's "Architectural Practice Analysis Study," box is? Cannot the pure art of design be offered in an art
completed last year, identifies areas with the greatest gaps class, rather than in an architectural design studio?
between education and practice. Those areas mirror the The Oueen of the Arts is dependent on the Art of
practice competencles that need improvement according to Building. lt defines our constructed environment. Designing
the California Board of Architects' "Post Licensure Proficiency buildings correctly is essential to protect the public health,
Survey." Both conclude that architects should improve their safety, and welfare. The profession of architecture must
proficiency, knowledge, and competency in four core areas: recapture the Art of Building. o
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Engaging
Coursework in
California and
Beyond

arcCA asked each of California's nine NAAB accredited

architecture programs for descriptions of coursework that

addresses the realities of architectural practice. USC responded

with an overview of their curricular and extra'curricular

engagement with practice, which provides a useful introduc-

tion to this section. From Woodbury University, we include a

synopsis of their three-course Professional Practice sequence,

a straightforward approach to the question. SClArc c0n-

tributes an eloquent description of coursework in construc-

tion documents. Ihe two Cal Polys, unbeknownst to one

another, each submitted instances of integration of technical

knowledge into deslgn studios. UCLA descrlbes its emphasis

on research through digital technology. And CCAC and UCB

offer examples of investigations at the level of constructabili-

ty, through a detailing class and a seminar in off'site fabrica-

tion. For reasons obscure to the editor, a green bullding

course offered by the New School never reached us, and we

regret its absence. We supplement these items-which, we

should emphasize, are meant not as a comprehensive survey

but as food for thought-with two 'rlngers': an award winning

construction documents course from Arizona State University

and a Washington University course in which students build a

concrete wall to Tadao Ando's specifications.
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As a professional institution with a long-standing tradition of
providing education and training to architects in Southern

California and beyond, the USC School of Architecture has always

presented the practice of architecture as an integrated compo-

nent of the professional degree programs. This integration is

reflected both in the introduction of professional practice issues

in the curriculum from the first year through the upper division

and in the reinforcement of those issues by involvement of the
professional architectural community in the school through the

activities of the USC Architectural Guild, activities that expose

students to the full range of "real world" professional issues.

The curriculum initiates this exposure with the first
year c0urse Architecture 114: Architecture, Culture and

Comnunity, which presents the responsibilities of the profes-

sion by discussing practical and spiritual needs represented

by the cultures of the communities which architects serve and

the social and urban environments that result. The student

has contact with professionals from many areas of architec-

ture, from landscape, planning, and development to lighting

design, construction, and law.

Ihis emphasis on integration of social, cultural,

economic, and environmental issues is reinforced by the

structure of the design studios, which often use the Los

Angeles urban context for project orientation. Ihe studios
involve teaching faculty made up overwhelmingly of regis-

tered, practicing architects.

Four professional practice courses are required of

all upper division students. These courses provide the opportu-

nity for practitioner / educators to discuss issues from
predesign to contract documentation using case study meth-

ods. These issues are made relevant to the students'design

studio work and incorporated with office and project visits.

lnternship work experiences are an important and

integral part of the education of many USC architecture stu-

dents. Students are eligible for internships following the
completion of the third year of design studio. Selection is

based upon application and demonstrated academic achieve-

ment. Student interns are paid an hourly wage and many

receive an additional tuition scholarship from the sponsor-

ing firm. lnternships provide students the opportunity
to examine their interests, use newly acquired skllls, and

test their stamina under the real-time demands of the
work place. Students receive practical experience by work-

ing directly with top design professionals on current
building projects.

Coursework at the School is further reinforced
through activities of the USC Architectural Guild. Founded in

1958, the Guild not only functions as a support qroup for the

School of Architecture, it forms a unique link between USC

architecture students and the professional community. lts

members come from all aspects of the architecture, design,

construction, and real estate development industries.

Ihe Guild sponsors a number of educational events,

scholarships, and annual traveling fellowships, which allow

fourth'and fifth-year students to study architecture and

urbanism in a country of their choice. The Guild holds seminars

on topics such as portfolio preparation and interviewing as a

part of a week of activities related to a spring job fair. Each

year, the Guild selects four students to sit on the Guild board,

which meets once a month to discuss forthcoming initiatives.

The student representatives in the past have organized events

designed specifically for students, such as office tours,
construction site visits, and career development programs

0n campus.

All these activities give students the opportunity to

enjoy valuable experiences outside the studio and provide

them with additional insight into the profession to help pre-

pare them for their future.

"Documentation and Codes," the first of three required profes-

sional practice courses, reviews legal codes and regulations

that affect architecture and influence design. Students study

the development of project documentation based on local

codes, with an emphasis on drawing format, organization, and

specification.

ln the second course in the sequence, 
,,Research

and Pre-Design," students investigate theory and techniques

for analyzlng and integrating design methodologies, site, and

social and organizational conditions into criteria for architec-

ture. The theoretical and practical context for the students,

degree projects is researched and developed. Along with the

completion of a substantiated written position of intent, stu-

dents are expected to select a project site, to write a program,

and to articulate a design methodology.

The final course, "Documents and project Adminis-

tration," covers design delivery and project & firm manage-

ment, including an analysis of documents, services, profes-

sional fees, budget and cost estimating, global markets, and

professional ethics.



THE REALITY OF MAKING:

COLLABORATIVE WORKING DRAWINGS

National AIA Education Honor Award Recipient

Max Underwood, AlA, Arizona State University

This course focuses on the development of a set of collabora'

tive working drawings for a commission under construction.

Graduate students divide themselves into teams of three and

select an architect to work with for the exercise. (0ver the

years, students have worked with Frank Gehry, Tadao Ando,

Rafael Moneo, Morphosis, Antoine Predock, Rick Joy, William

Bruder, and Tod Williams and Billie Tsien.) After researching

their architect and taking site visits to previous built work, the

team begins developing a speculative theory of construction

and detailing for the architect. Utilizing design development

documents from publications or the architect's office, the team

analyzes the design evolution of the project in an attempt to

understand why specific formal and technical vocabulary

selections were being made. 0n the basis of these insights, the

team begins a preliminary, speculative set of working drawings

and details.

The first test of the team's speculative working

drawings comes with a construction site visit. The team visits

the project under construction and, in dlscussions with client,

contractor, and crafts people, begins to discover disjunctions

between their conjectures and the actual building processes

and built reality. As collaborative shop and field documentation

continues, issues of the realities of technique, representation,

invention, and.judgment are raised and discussed.

The team revises both their speculative theory and

working drawings, based on this collaborative effort, to reflect

their new knowledge and coniectures. The development of

structural and detail systems is achieved through the analysis

of case studies, professional handbooks, and talking with spe-

cific product manufacturers. Students do not copy details, but

develop new details that c0nvey an understanding of the archi-

tects' aesthetic, functional, and economic intentions.

Utilizinq the collaborative working drawing set in

office and site visits with the architect, the team discusses the

architect's design process, formal and technical vocabulary

selections, and construction problems. Ihe team then revises

the set and compares it to the actual contract documents pro-

duced by the architect. The comparison reveals important pro-

fessional lessons about the representation of sub-system

assemblies, coordinatlon, and construction management.

Four sets of collaboratlve working drawings are

developed concurrently in the seminar. They result in a cross-

fertilization of ideas and methodologies that fuels inter-team

debate regarding individual architectural language and its abil-

ity to depart from the realities of contemporary technology

and construction practices.

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

John M. Bencher, SCIARC

The essence of developing construction documents is the pre-

sentation of complex design through the application of a stan-

dard language. Ihis standardized language is the result of the

need to clearly communicate the content of the design to a

third party that has not been involved in the development of

the project and is being introduced to the project in its com-

pleted state for the first time. Creativity and expression are

found in the organization, clarity, and craftsmanship of con-

struction documents.

Construction documentation requires understand'

ing the process by which the documents are produced, as well

as their language. lt involves the languages of other disciplines

(structure, mechanical, electrical, etc.), the types of documents

that should be produced (control drawings, plans, sections, ele-

vations, details, etc.), and the sequence essential to success. lt

may include the development of unique or atypical drawings

(diagrams, three-dimensional, composite). Construction docu-

mentation is a craft, and the process is perfectible.

The process of constructlon documentation involves

the sequencing and coordination of multiple authors responsi-

ble for varying contents. Structural, mechanical, plumbing, elec-

trical, acoustic, landscape, civil, specifications, and numerous

other specialties require the coordination of a singular voice.

Language ls comprised of symbols / obiects struc-

tured by syntax, resulting in the capacity to communicate. ln

construction documentation, the construction community

shares the use of line, tone, symbols, text, and number in a

specific, codified system to communicate the means of con'

structing complex obiects.

The work of the course is centered on the creation

of a construction document package for a small to medium

scale, single story residence. The sites are real, and stu-

dents are able to select their sites from a master plan. All

buildings are designed according to a representatlve sam-

ple of code restrictions applicable to proiects of this type.

Construction methodologies consist of typical wood or

metal framing, concrete block or brick masonry, poured-

in-place concrete, and/or steel framing as selected by the

student. The student also selects interior and exterior

finish materials.
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DESIGN RESEARCH

David Erdman, UCLA

ln the mid nineties, architecture's first forays into digital
environments, digital modeling, and digital fabrication were

being played out in the hands of designers in both the academy

and private practice. Speculation on these technologies, cultural

impact led to a re-positioning of academic design practice. Could

this re-positioning shift the teaching of a seminar? A design stu-

dio? How could it impact relationships with clients or contractors?

UCLA's Department of Architecture and Urban

Design has fully integrated digital design and prototyping

technologies into its graduate program. Courses utilizing CNC

milling, vacuum forming, and 3D printing bring together design

technology and research. The Department provides students

the opportunity to interact with instructors who practice

actively with a multitude of contemporary technologies and

who find different ways in which these technologies affect
practice and research. For instance, the design collaborative
servo recently taught a studio that focused on the use of rapid
prototyping equipment-a 3D printer-as a learning tool rather
than a representational device. The output of multiple 3D mod-

els/diagrams was seen as a tactile way for students to quickly

repeat, re-feed, and re-calibrate models. Ihom Mayne,s LA Now

studio also used digital technology both to portray vast
amounts of information to Los Angeles City 0fficials and to
develop a design modeling system that can be added to and

modified as the city grows and changes. For the Architecture

Biennale 2000, Greg Lynn's students, working digitally in col-
laborative teams, considered the design of various interior ele-
ments and manufactured prototypes of their proposals direcfly
from digital models. The result was a chain of investigations,

each responding to previously manufactured artifacts, each

building knowledge based on the previous discovery (below

and page 26, top and center).

Over the last few years, UCLA has developed semi-
nars and studios whose attention to design and technology
research has enabled students to obtain a level of facility and

ability in those areas unavailable outside of the institution. The

scope, rapidity of output, and understanding of research as

a design practice that produces artifacts, experiments on

material, and coordinates complex systems has expanded the

boundaries of course offerings. Digital design technology
(manufacturing/rapid prototyping) and data management (digi-

tally augmented, graphic, modeling systems) both position

UCLA squarely between research and practice. Ihe department

not only prepares students for future practice, it creates it.
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As the production of architecture becomes increasingly com-
plex (with the development of new construction technologies,

globalization trends, and economic pressures inflated by rising

construction costs), it is more than ever essential for students

entering the profession to have a broad understanding of
issues of practice. ln Professor Dana Buntrock's graduate semi-

nar, "0ftSite Fabrication: 0pportunities and Evils,,, students
learn first hand how material fabricators affect design.

Students visit a series of local fabricators working

in various materials (metal, concrete, wood framing, etc.),

ranging in size from large-scale subcontractors to smaller,

craft-house operations. Through these visits, they discover
unique, regional capabilities and opportunities offered by fabri-
cation facilities.

Concurrent with these class trips, each student con-

ducts research on a collaborative relation between a Bay Area

architect or firm and a fabricator or set of fabricators, in order
to see how off-site fabrication is exploited by architects to
achieve unique material uses, sophisticated structural sys-

tems, refined construction quality, and efficiencies in produc-

tion. This intensive research involves interviews with building
professionals (architects, fabricators. contractors. engineers,

and others), broadening students' understanding of architec-
ture as a collaborative process. Students supplement and
expand on these profession-related experiences with more
conventional academic study. They read and discuss an exten-
sive set of theoretical texts to understand the implications of

i tneir tietO research within a larger historical and global context

I of fabrication issues.

I By merging the unique opportunities offered in field

1 research with expanded insights gained in seminar research

i and discussion, "0ff-Site Fabrication,' provides a uniquely

1 rigorous model for efforts in academia to engage with issues

I of practice.
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I On emphasis on the skin of a building-"skintegra-

Upper division architecture students enroll in a building I tion"-nas promoted a compelling dialogue between studios

integration studio combining an ECS "studio" and a corre- | and offers a tactic for considering larger architectural ques-

sponding design studio. The two courses, with different I tions. I building's skin profoundly influences the identity and

instructors, meet in the same studio space on alternating days. I character of the architecture (design studio) at the same time

Early design studio exercises are exploratory anO I it mediates relationships between interior and exterlor space,

encourage the use of the computer for its facility in generating I facilitatinq desirable penetrations such as light and views,

rich graphic vocabularies, suggestive of spatial character. ln I while blocking undesirable phenomena, such as direct sutnmer

the ECS studio, foundation assignments-"conceptual under- | sun and moisture (ECS studio). By limiting and directing the

standings,,-focus on systems that provide comfort to interior I scope of the inquiry, students understand more immedidely

spaces, with a goal that students recognize that buildings are I tnat a workinq knowledge of building technology and a goal of

connected to larger constructs that extend well beyond the I designinq beautiful buildings are not mutually exclusive but,

building footprint. Formal and material qualities of infrastruc- | rather, go hand in hand.

ture systems that are ordinarily out of sight and out of mind 
I

are identiriedtnd gra:l,,iilll'fi'lt'rlress's 
such "r:ii 

l

day lighting, thermal performance, acoustics, and water

waste systems-directly enrich students' design work. A tyl

ECS assignment has students analyze, quantitatively, an aslect 
I

of their studio project (however rough) and use this analysis to I tn ttris third-year studio, students are asked to design a small

informthenextstepindesign.Theassumptionisthatstudents I dwellinq whose program consists of living/dining/

will more enthusiastically and successfully contend with prob- | cooking/sleeping space (500 sq. ft.), bathroom (50 sq. ft.). and

lems of building technology when they are presented within a I storaOe (50 sq. ft.), with circulation and outdoor decks and

larger framework of desiqn. patios as approPriate.

Each student models the building at l" = 1'-0" scale'

The model is constructed of materials that are as close as possible

L to reat construction materials, i.e. concrete modeled in Pourstone
I

I with wire and mesh reinforcing, wood framing modeled in wood,

I and $eel framing In wood or plastic. The model is constructed in

I tnree pnases: foundations, framing, and finish materials. Reviews

I tate tne form of inspections at each phase. During the process, a

I Oulty toq is kept, recording construction activity and supplemented

I with photographs of the construction phases.

I I project analysis precedes the construction of the
Acoustics, shading and design model studies (digital and physical)

by third year student Stephen Saude 
I

As an example, "lnner Skins," a ,tuOV of r.oo, 
I

acoustics, required that students make preliminarV decisions 
I

about interlor finishes In the "interactive main space" of their 
I

design project, calculate the reverberation time (RT) of the 
I

space that would result from these material decisions, and 
I

determine the suitability of these RTs given the use of the 
I

space. ln most cases, the RTs were unsuitable for sDeech and 
I

similar functions. Students reevaluated decisions about materi- 
|

model; it includes a list of materials, cost estimate, systems

analysis, identification of key wall sections and details for

development, and a construction schedule.

For the Final lnspection, each student prepares a

completed building model in site at 1" = 1'-0"; final plans, sec-

tions, and elevations al1l4" = 1'-0"; a site plan at 1" = 40'-0";

key wall sections at 1" = l'-0"; key details 61 3" = 1'-0"; bound

set of 24" x 35" blueprints of all drawings; and pro.iect records,

includlng outline specifications, pro.iect analysis, log, and

photos of the construction process.
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This course is an investigation into the art of building. Through

readings, lectures, and field visits, students gain insight into
the physical implications of design decisions, the effort and

intricacies of construction, and the iterative process of design,

as well as an understanding of how design intention is

informed and encircled by the tectonics of building. Exercises

focus on techniques of construction and the detailing and

sourcing of materials required to convey architectural intent.

Tours of construction sites are a primary means of study.

Each student first creates a construction
document-containing all information required to source and

assemble the components-for one of three existing guardrails

at CCAC. Students then develop in detail a part of a current stu-

dio project-a repetitive feature, such as a window wall or floor
system; an "event," such as an entry or stair; or a joint in the

building where different systems interface-using working
drawings to specify materials and assembly.

The course takes students through the design and construction
process for the Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts, designed by

Iadao Ando, from an owner's representative/construction

manager's perspective. Students learn why and how decisions

were made to achieve a truly outstanding building. Topics

addressed include owner requirements, design challenges, site

challenges, design and construction team selection, relation-
ship to surrounding buildings, cost issues, contracts, construc-

tion administration, perfection/no tolerance construction, con-

struction techniques, quality concerns, and the interrelation-

ship between art and architecture.

Students are given actual situations that confront-
ed the design and construction team and are asked to provide

solutions to these problems and challenges. 0ne exercise
involves learning to make the trademark, silky-smooth con-

crete of Ando's buildings. Students learn about materials,
admixtures, mix design, formwork construction, concrete
placement, and curing of concrete. They assemble a form, mix

concrete, pour concrete, and strip the form to produce a five-
foot by three-foot concrete wall. o

A sampling of recent books by California architects
and architecture school faculty

Paul Adamson and Marty Arbunich. tichler: Modernisn Rebuilds the
Anerican Dream. Layton, UT: Gibbs Smith, 2002.

Nezar AlSdyyad and l{anuel Castells (UCB). editors. Mustin turope
or turo-lslam, Politics, Culture and Citizenship in the Age of Globalization.

Lanham. I'laryland: Lexington Books, 2002.

Dana Buntrock (UCB). Japanese Architecture as a Coltaborative process:

lpportunities in a Flexible Construction Cultwe. London: Spon press. 2002.

Renee Y. Chow (UCB). Suburban Space: the fabric of Dwelting.

Eerkeley: University of Catifornia Press, 2002.

Srad Collins, tric Owen Moss (SClArc), et al. tric 1wn Moss: guildings

and Projects (Volune 3). New York: flizzoli, 2002.

Rodolphe el-Khoury (CCAC) and tdward Robbins. S/rap ing the City:

Studies in History, Theory, and Urban Deslga Lond0n: Roufledge, 2003.

Bruno Giberti (Cal Poly SL0). \esigninq the Centennial: a History of
the 1875 lnternational fxhibition in philadetphia.lexington:University

Press of Kentucky, 2002.

April Greiman (SClArc), Aris Janigian, and Lewis Blackwell.

Sonethinq fron Nolr,rq_ london: Rotovision, 2003.

Peter Grueneisen (SClArc), et al. Soundspace: Architecture for Sound

and Vision. Basel: Birkhauser, 2003.

Allan Jacobs (UCB Emeritus), Etizabeth Macdonald (UCB), and yodan Rofe.
The Boulevard Book: History, tvolution, Design ol Multiway goulevards.

Cambridge: MIT Press, 200'1.

Nader Khalili (SClArc) and lliona Oulran. Sandbag Houses and tarth
Architecture: How to Build your 1wn. Hesperia, CA: Cal-tarth press, 2003.

Setha Low and Denise Lawrence-Zuniga (UCB), co-editors. Ihe
Anthropology of Space and place: Locating Cultute.london:
Elackwell, 2003.

Greg Lynn (UCLA) and Hani Rashid. Architecturat Laboratories.
Rotterdam: NA|.2002.

Thom Mayne, et al. (UCLA). f. /. Now, Volune Two: Shaping a New Vision of
Downtown Los Angeles. Los Angeles: Art Center College of Design, 2002.

Adi Shamir Zion and Dung Ngo (CCAC). Open House: Unbound Space and
the Modern Dwellinq. New York: Rizzoli,2002.

Judith Sheine (Cal Poly Pomona). R.M. Schindter.New \otk:
Phaidon Press lnc., 2001.

Jill Stoner (UCB). p0ens tor Architects, An Anthology.san Francisco:

William Stout Architectural Books, 2002.

Marc Treib (UCB), edilot. fhe Architecture of Landscape, 194019b0.

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania press, 2002.
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MICHIGAN MODERNIST:
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I

Contemporary
BackgroUnds:

I

the Architecture of
Mayinard Lyndon FAIA

Donlyn Lyndon, FAIA

A photograph (circa 1940) of Contemporary Backgrounds,

a storefront designed by my father, Maynard Lyndon, FAIA, is a

suitable point from which to begin a story of the transmission

of ideas across generations.

Contemporary Backgrounds is not just the name of

this shop, which he and his wife Jo Hale Hand Lyndon created at

that time-a shop where Jo sold furniture designed by Alvar

Aalto and Bruno Mattheson and offered interior design

services-it is a term that clearly represents Maynard Lyndon,s

fundamental thinking, at least as I have come to understand it.

The name represents an approach to design that is deeply

important and was embedded in their work. Each of the two
words in the term had distinct significance.

"Backgrounds" referred to the conviction that
people's lives should be in the foreground of architects,
thoughts-and that architecture should serve as a background,

which can support, hiqhlight, and lend significance to the
actions of the people who inhabit buildings. An appropriate
architecture would not call attention to itself, but would
rather provide ease and comfort and enjoyment for the lives

that people live within it.
"Contemporary" referred to the commitment that

architecture should deal direcfly with the capabilities of the

))



time and not be distorted by stylistic designatlon. ln this ] graduated from the University of Michigan. He had studied,

respect, Maynard was very adamant that what he was I through drawings and photographs, many of the great build-

concerned with was architecture that was "contemporary" I inOs of Europe, but he had no experience of its manners and

and"ofthetime"-not"lnternationalstyle,"whlchhesuspect- | waV of life. Biking through France and the Netherlands and

ed,andcertainlynot"modernist." I staying for longer periods in Paris, he was an energetic

To be "modernist" in my father's mind involved a I oUserver. His sketchbooks are filled with elegant, precise

processofaffectationthathevigorouslyopposed.ltsuggested I drawings, and his camera became the vehicle for strong

that the design process was one of selecting one style of I images of the adventurous modern architecture that

architecture or another for the execution of a project. This ne I he sought out. Lonberg-Holm was instrumental in this, too,

had been trained to do within the Beaux-Arts system of archi- | having given Dad lists of new and important buildings to see

tectural education still lingering at the University of Michigan I and introductions to members of CIAM, including, amonq oth-

when he graduated. This he was also required to do when he I ers, Le Corbusier in Paris and Van Eesteren, the influential De

worked on auto executives' houses while working in Albert I Stijl architect who became city planner for Rotterdam. These

Kahn's office and also later when he designed visitor centers I were heady and exhilarating days.

for the US Park Service under Charles Petersen's direction. I from my discussions with him, much later, and

These latter were very handsome buildings, designed in the I through the evidence of his work, the buildings that most

vernacular of their place, with carefully studied details and I influenced Maynard were those designed by Johannes Duiker

proportions and attention to the creation of building complexes. I and Willem Dudok in the Netherlands, by Le Corbusier in Paris,

But Maynard Lyndon's ambitions were greater. He longed I and the collection of model housing structures at the

instead to take part in evolving a formal and organizational I Weissenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart, perhaps particularly those of

language responsive to conditions and opportunities of the I L.l.e. OuO. The work of Mies van der Rohe was always present

time and to the circumstances of the works. I in nis tnoughts, though I think mostly from drawings and

He was not alone in such ambitions, of course. They I photographs, especially of the Barcelona Pavilion.

came to be shared by many of his colleagues, and theV were 
I

adamant in their mission to find not only new form, but a 
I

renewedmissionforarchitecture,amissionembeddedinsociety lTfreclrancetolaLrnchoutonhis0WnCametolr4aynard
and its possibilities for change. lndeed, there are many who 

I

now feetthat the great tnternationalstyle show organized nV I through his college friend Eberle M. Smith. Ib con-

Philip Johnson and Henry Russell Hitchcock in 1932 was a deci- 
|

sivestepawayfromthetruemessageofmodernarchitecture, ltactedhimlryhrlehewasvvorkingfortheParkService
precisely because it seemed to capture and promote the idea 

I

that the appearance, or "style," of the work was the point, I in Washington and asked vvhether he would like to

rather than the fundamental organization, approacn, or 
I

thoughtprocess. I come back to Michiqan to join in designinq a school

Maynard's interest in modern architecture and its 
I

intentions had been fueled by his friendship with Knud Lonberg- l' f or the small town of Northville, Mtchigan. They

Holm, an instructor at the University of Michigan when he 
I

studied there. Lonberg-Hotm had come to the United States I formed the firm Lyndon & Smith with Maynard pro

from Denmark, where he had early become a member of CIAM, 
I

the Conqress tnternational d'Architecture Moderne, the very I ducinO the desiqn and all the architectural draw-

influential group in which Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier and j

Sigfried Giedion ptayed decisive roles. CIAM advocated for the I ings tn a remarkably short period of time, seve'a

establishment of an international movement that would pro- 
|

mote modern architecture and direct attention to the evolving I weeks if I recall pr0perly and tb providing tre

technologies and pressing problems of the time, most notably 
I

sociat housing and industrial production. Twice, during tfre I enqineering. The frnal drawinqs are dated 1936, the

1930s, my father made trlps to Europe for study. These were a 
I

revelation for a young man born in Howell, Michigan, wno I year of my birth
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Northville School

As a "first work," the Northville School is a wonder.

To my knowledge, Neutra's Corona School in Bell, California, is

the only earlier public school in the U.S. fi935) that is as

uncompromisingly modern in its expression. The volumes of

the Northville School are taut and handsomely proportioned,

its very large windows set flush with the surface of the brick

in a way that emphasizes that volumetric clarity. The massing

of the wings, smoke stack, and delicately scaled entry owe

much to Dudok. Ihe ample fenestration, which prefigures

Maynard's life-long interest in daylighting, clearly has Duiker,s

"0pen Air School" as a background.

The kindergarten wing, scaled down to the size of a

domestic volume with a separate entrance and windows low

enough for young children to see through, strikes a theme of
graduated volumes that also recurs in his subsequent work.

The construction system, made up of concrete columns and

floor slabs, wrapped with a continuous brick enclosure creat-

ing the weather seal, could as well have been one of the

advanced factories that Albert Kahn was then creating for the

auto industry and was kin to Le Corbusier's Domino system.

The execution of the building's skin was exception-

ally refined. The flush windows, another theme that became

persistent in his work, were a way of eliminating exterior sills,

Maynard would quickly explain, which would only catch water

and create places that could leak. Sharply formed metal drip

caps at the head of each window threw water off the surface

of the glass and cast small but decisive shadows. Ihese char-

acteristics and the massing and proportioning of parts made

up the visual quality of the building, with no applied ornament

or obfuscating details.

A large, unnumbered clock over the entry and a

sleek sign with cast metal sanserif lettering (two more abiding

interests) were the only visual elements that were not direcily

the result of simplified construction or the accommodation of

light, outlook, and entry. The imaqery of the school was so

clear (clairvoyant, one might say, given the work that fol-
lowed) and the design so timeless, that a few years ag0 a

nearly 60 year old photograph of the interior of the kinder-

garten was used for a poster announcing a conference at MIT

on "Designing The New American School."

Ihis was the first of a series of school building

commissions in Michigan. 0thers quickly followed. ln 1936, the

equally handsome and dynamic gymnasium in the neighboring

town of Farmington was designed. These buildings received

national and international attention, with prizes in a National

Competition for Education Buildings, publication in Architectural

Record and in tfie Architectural Review ol London, and a Silver

Medal and Diploma from the Pan American Congress in 1940.

ln 1937, Lyndon & Smith also was given, along with Gropius,

Saarinen, and a few others, a special invitation to participate

in a competition for a performing arts center at Wheaton College.

ln all, there seem to have been about 15 projects in Michigan

by Lyndon & Smith, mostly schools, with a few industrial build-

ings and several public housing projects.

Maynard and Jo moved to California in 
.l942, 

in the

midst of the Second World War and the near absence of
domestic construction. ln his first years in California he

worked for the aircraft industry as a draftsman and on some

war housing. Iheir move to California was characteristically

spirited. Before leaving, Maynard called Richard Neutra, whose

work he admired and whom he knew slighfly through mutual

contacts, to ask if he knew whether any of his houses were for

sale. As I remember the story, Neutra replied that yes, the

Douglas Fir Plywood Model Demonstration House of 1936 had

been moved from its exposition site to a plot in West Los

Angeles and was now for sale. He gave him the phone number

of the agent. My father called, bought the house and the

adjoining lot over the telephone and moved to Beloit Avenue.

It was a perfectly wonderful house, which opened wide to a

patio, a great stretch of lawn, a hillside of tucalyptus, and a
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hedge-enclosed vegetable garden in which we each had our

own specially selected fruit tree.

lmmediately after the war, there was a very productive

rush of professional activity. Dad quickly became involved again in

designing schools, this time adapted to the California climate and

light and to the common wood frame and stucco skin construction

system through which California was being transformed.

His studies for the Saugus School, adopting a filtered

system of natural lighting, were published in Architectural Record

in 1945, and shortly later he developed what he came to call

the "0jai section,"which used bounced and filtered light from

the south to balance full expanses of glass on the north and

create a nearly evenly distributed natural light across the surface

of the classroom.

ilErom rcn smL cltss8ooxs

for opti'8 dpyli8ht, thts offic! dov.]opcd tb. oJAI SBClIoit

. ioftb r!1,1! of c16sr 81sr! fuU h.i8ht 6nd firfl ddth

. louth E]1s rith cl€r..torey tiadot! ehY. Io4 ?.ftice1
louvr.. paplf.l to tba routh nII thlch ,!r. potitloD.d
to obecuir dlr.ct ludiSit.Btrr.Iy y.t p.mrt full
r.tllct.d li8ht d6@rd lnto tba rcoa

. aa!!I, letofi li8ht et th. d.!k l.v.I ov.r !b. full ddth
ol thG Fo! r€rult.d trc! thrt ssagct6B!.

fa sad tha OJII SSgrIOIt tith rlrgnt vsrittlonar iD achoolE
1B Or.i,' Yi..ta' Illibr, Los 86.1..' IPPI8 Yel1.y' Iucca
V!11,.y Bod &r.[ Pa*.

During this general period, Maynard was made a

Fellow of the AIA and served as president of the local chapter.

He was also a fifth year studio critic in the USC School of

Architecture. lt was at about this time that Project Architects

was formed. lt was a consortium of architects with small firms

16
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above: Ojai Section; below: Ojai School
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Ihese one-floor classrooms were laid out in rows

along open passageways. The north walls were open to courts

between, the south walls solid below, along open passageways

sheltered by flat canopies with slim steel columns. The canopies

bounced the briqht south light into clerestorey windows above

them, where it was diffused through louvers into the classrooms

behind. The system was elegant, simple, and entirely straight-

forward. The "fingerplan" schools that resulted consisted of

rows of classrooms and courts, augmented by separate, differ'

ently sized masses for service spaces and bathrooms, for

administration, multipurpose rooms, and sometimes separate

kindergartens. Iheir stucco walls and canopies were painted in

strong, subtle colors, always related to the conditions of the

surrounding site. Maynard deslgned a number of such schools

throughout Southern California (more than 20 by my count),

with several each In 0lai and Vista.

These schools made up the bulk of my father's

practice in Southern California, and he was very proud of them.

The Vlsta Elementary School of 1950 was plcked by Henry Russell

Hitchcock as one of the buildings to be featured in Arthur

Drexler's book, Built in USA: Postwar Architecture, published in

1952. The Apperson Street School In Los Anqeles received a

national AIA Honor Award. A number of other buildings received

honor awards and national notice. The most importantly sltuat-

ed of these was the Santa Fe Ticket office on Pershing Square at

the center of Los Angeles. lt was an immaculately detailed,

spacious, and elegant space made romantic by a curving

panoramic paintinq of the Grand Canyon, visible from the

street through uninterrupted panes of glass.

Vista Elementary School



and shared convictions who thought that together they would

be able to garner some of the major work that was being

given over to larger, corporate practices. The members of the

group included Raphael Soriano, Douglas Honnold & John Rex,

A. 0uincy Jones & Fred Emmons, and Arthur Gallion, a planner.

A building for the San Pedro Hospital was the only major
project that they finally worked on together, but it was a

stimulating association. 0uincy Jones, especially, became one

of my father's closest friends, and they later did the 0cean

Park competition for Venice, California, together.

The largest and most important works of my

father's later practice were university buildings at UCLA, Cali-

fornia State College at Los Angeles, and UC Riverside. All three

were characterized by inventive efforts to deal responsibly

with the sun of southern California. All three also play important

roles in the larger complexes of which they are a part. Bunche

Hall, at UCLA, the first of these, is composed of two parts: an

office block and a classroom wing, both framing the passage

from the traditional core of the campus to a new complex of

buildings that form the north campus. The office block is raised

high on piers over an open passage that allows a wide walkway

and landscaping to flow under the building and connect with a

great, new green space of the north campus, now Franklin Mur-

phy Sculpture garden. The piers, more substantial than conven-

tional cylindrical "piloti," frame a grand, open loggia, which

passes under the building in front of the elevators and stairs to

reach the classroom wing.

The classroom building is very different in charac-

ter. Rather than opening freely to the surroundings, it seems

to be a brick mass, with narrow slits for windows, fortified
against the sun. lnside, however, is a very large, high court,

which is ringed by several levels of balcony, with an open sun-

screen capplng the space. The whole place is bathed in the

soft light filtered through those sun baffles, and it is filled

with palm trees, benches, and overlook. This great court has a

grandeur that gives dignity and scope to the activities of
meeting inside its walls, with no semblance of the flash often

associated with commercial atria.

Bunche Hal

The most noticed feature of Bunche Hall is the wall of square

openings shielded by glass panels that rise up into the skyline

of the campus on the surface of the office block. The wall is

surfaced with a glass tile of a genfle but lively brown color,

which is comparatively dark in order that it not dominate the

skyline or call attention to itself. Ihe tall mass is instead com-
patible in color with the hills in the background beyond. (This,

my father recounted, required considerable persuasion of the

campus architect, then Welton Becket, who had decreed that
all new buildings should have whlte frames and light colored

surfaces, irrespective of their situation in the landscape.) The

square glass panels projecting from the building wall, rather

than recessing into it, are the result of an ingenious sun pro-

tection system. Each window opening has a dark glass shield

mounted in an aluminum frame set out in front of it and free
of the wall, so that it can be cooled by breezes rising up the
surface of the building. Framed in squares larger than the win-

dows themselves, these shields, though visually pronounced

on the face of the building, disappear from view when seen

from the inside. The north wall, on the other hand, oriented

away from the sun, is full glass, with spandrels as well as win-

dows sheathed in a flush, continuously reflective surface,

merging with the sky.

5/
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Throughout this work, Maynard was persistently

seeking problems to solve-problems that would have siqnifi-

cance in the way In which life could be lived within the places

he designed-problems that had to do with the making of

things in a way that was true to the possibilities of the time

and situation. My father was committed to doing things in the

"right" way, a way defined not by custom, but by reason, qualified

by an innate sense of elegance. Many elements, devices and

motifs recur in his work. Having determined to his own satisfac-

tion that he had found the rlght way of doing something, he did

not abandon it in search of novelty. Fresh invention was fasci-

nating for hlm, but it needed the stimulus of freshly defined

problems. Thinking beyond convention was essential, but novelty

for its own sake held no attraction for him.

Bunche Hall

The Twenty-Eighth Church of Christ, Scientist

Two of his works, a church in Westwood and a

house in Malibu-both built during the years that I was first

thinking about architecture-have been especially influential

in my thought. The Twenty-Eighth Church of Christ, Scientist,

designed in 1952, is one of the most compelling of his works.

The composltion of the building so deftly incorporates the

geometry of its angled corner site that it seems an inevitable

solution. The auditorium, set slightly into the sloping ground,

is bordered on the Hilgard side by a stately colonnade of con'

crete fins that follows the curve of the street, connecting the

free standing Sunday School to the Church entry, the building

to its site and the city. Ihe spacious glass-walled lobby that

can be entered from elther bordering street is sheltered

behind a curved concrete wall, perforated by a pattern of

small tubular openings. lt makes a quiet but memorable face

to the intersection, while allowing light to filter in, minus the

confusions of a traffic intersection.

lnside, the church is a serene composition with a

wide auditorium that is simple and profound, centered on a

carefully arranged and proportioned marble and wood speak-

ers' platform bearing inscriptions. Thls focal area is backed by

a beautifully simple wood organ grill and flanked on either

side by walled gardens, which bring soft reflected light in

through plate glass openings. Designed by the late Garrett

Eckbo, these sunken gardens are isolated from passing traffic

and disturbance. The whole interior space is suffused with the

glow of apricot-colored upholstery and carpet, lit from a galaxy

of recessed downlights in the black ceiling. All attention, within

this warm ambiance, is directed with calm certainty to the

Readers and the assembled congregation-to the communal

significance of the word.

Nature, tempered,

is given

precedence.

Architectu re, tempered,

speaks softlY

and

eloquently

of

human presence.
The other great influence, of course, has been the

house that he designed for our family in 1949, one of the first

houses on Polnt Dume in Malibu. Like two other notable houses
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built that year, the Philip Johnson House and the Charles and

Ray Eames House, it had great walls of glass. Unlike either of

those, whose wall geometries and floor plans precisely delimit

the inside from the outside, the Lyndon House fused the two,

with planting areas 0n either side of the glass, nearly inconse-

quential mullions, and almost continuous concrete floors.

The plan was extremely simple and efficient; the

roof and end walls, painted white, were concrete slabs tapered

to a thin continuous edge that was like an orthogonal tent set

down on the Iandscape. Walls and ceiling inside were made

with perforated Transite panels, rendered in soft, subtle col-

ors, varied to the visual tasks at hand. The ocean, the sky, and

shadows from the sun traced themselves across our con-

sciousness; those and the quiet, purposeful thought that

would be revealed when you chose to look.

The Mattheson chairs, elegantly formed in Scandi-

navia, which f irst entered our family as floor samples at

Contemporary Backgrounds in Detroit, appear comfortably in

photographs of our Westwood house recently published in

Richard Neutra: Complete Works, and figure prominently in this

photo of the Malibu house. They still beckon human presence

today-now in my studio at The Sea Ranch.

Though my own architectural work is very differ-

ent, the sense of that house (long since transformed by

subsequent owners) and the convictions and care that it
embodied remain with me always as an exemplar. This photo-

graph, taken by my father decades ago, recently became the

cover of the "Dwellings and 0utgoings" issue of PLAC|S, a

journal that I edit. The accompanying text explained:

"The outgoings at hand consisted of a view of the

Pacific 0cean, a perpetually benign climate and soil to
cultivate. Neighbors were in short supply. Every decision

about the house was intended to emphasize the interdepen-

dence of inside and outside: to speak at once of the pleasures

of the place and of the importance of giving disciplined

thought to its nurture. Nature, tempered, is given precedence.

Architecture, tempered, speaks softly and eloquently of

human presence. The sltuation is unique; the values embodied

are enduring. Ihe challenge is to extend them to neighboring."

ldeas in architecture are passed on in many ways,

through teaching, through companionship, through images,

words, and example. Maynard Lyndon provided these for many

colleagues, students, and observers. The examination of his

buildlngs, tracing examples of rigorous thought and of inspiring

enthusiasms, has certainly been a fundamental part of my

education as an architect. Values developed, challenges

chosen, and the "chats" we construct around them, are what

shape careers and structure the future. o
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Theater Knowledge,

House Knowledge,

and the Place of Architecture

Patrick L. Pinnell, AIA

Because the contemporary West still owes a pro-

found intellectual debt to the ancient Greeks, it is all

too easy to misinterpret our understanding of things

and terms as identical to theirs. The Greek idea of

freedom, for example, was very different from the

consumer-culture definition of it as, more or less,

being in a position to gratify all possible appetites.

Instead, almost exactly to the contrary, it was under-

stood to be the condition of having risen above need,

to be as much as possible beyond the grasp of any-

one's or anything's force, including your own body's

desires and demands. Freedom, beyond Necessity,

was necessary in order to be able to make dispassion-

ate iudgments and thereby to aPpear, act, and argue

justly within the polis.

Such an ideal produces attitudes that carry

beyond ethics and politics. Hence the ancient Greek

parable of the games or the theater, attributed to

Pythagoras, which delined three classes of people
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who attend the events. There are those who come to
sell their wares (presumably things like Hermes stat-

uettes or the Greek equivalent of hot dogs); these

people are doubly unfree, because they are subject
both to the constraint of the materials within which
they work and to the judgment of the potential cus-

tomer. Similarly twice unfree are those in the second

group, the actors or athletes, bound as they are to a

script or engaged with an opponent, and beholden

also to the spectators for approval. The third group,

highest because most free, is the audience, those

who come to the spectacle simply to look on.

Legitimate knowledge was thus defined, at least for
the post-Archaic Greeks, as fundamentally spectotor

knowledge; things known to the eye, things that can

be made to appear in public, as it were, were given
privilege over the knowledge that could be produced

by other sorts of engagement with the world.

Here is where the Greeks found difliculty
dealing with buildings. The first big problem is this:
when you go inside a building you quite literally can-

not be theoretical, because you cannot "spectate" it,
cannot view it from outside. Greek theaters were
open-air, not just out of convenience but out of theo-

retical necessity. When inside any other sort of building,
no matter how you turn, the enclosure you wish to
see insists on keeping half itself back behind your
skull. Being inside a building is like being an athlete-

competitor enveloped in the grasp of a very large,
unbeatable wrestler, subject to his will, subject to
Necessity. You are forced out of the condition of
being an observing eye and put back into existence

as a human body, a body of a certain limited size,

engaging the flux of the world. It is no wonder that
the Greeks also habitually conducted their politics in
the open air, and that processions were brought up
short of entry to temples. The fact that buildings
enclose was profoundly disturbing.

The second difficulty with buildings, and
particularly with a house and its land, is their stub-

born will to endure in a place. This is really a multi-
fold problem. To begin, the obligation that a citizen
possess a house, be head ofits household, is a logical
embarrassment, for it is paradoxically the necessity

required to rise above Necessity. Furthermore, the
material obduracy of a building, its resistance to
reacting to human presence or action, is a kind of
insult, since assent to conversation as equals is what
every citizen grants another. To the extent that archi-

tecrure is solid and endures, the building's indiffer-
ence treats the viewer as a mere body, invisible as a

slave, which can own no house but only be contained

by one. Third and perhaps most basically, architec-

ture also exists izr. a place, which endures absolutely.

The Greeks paid a great deal ofattention to
place-ness. Aristotle, for one, devoted four chapters

of his Physics to discussion of it and concluded that
place is in its essence non-generalizable. As the vessel

of particularity, it is the ultimate antildea. To the
extent that language is about, and made up of, ideas,

it cannot meaningfully discuss place.

To put it another way, house knowled.ge, in
its essence cut off, secret, and invisible, is in almost
all ways unlike theater knowled.ge. The house and the

theater know different worlds and hold different
memories. Architecture presented itself as a difficult
topic for the Greeks because basic aspects of it were

so irreconcilably contradictory. The theater provided
the very model for knowledge, while the house, in its
enclosure and obduracy, appeared both unknowable
and unspeakable.

Major consequences ensued from what modem (i.e.

Post-Renaissance) culture has done with its Greek
patrimony-for, of course, the eye-knowledge of the
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implying a view that is hidden from those who take part in the

spectacle and actualize ltt.
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theater was given privilege, and the house became

invisible. Bruno Latour, a historian and sociologist of
science, has proposed that the uniqueness ofmodern,

Western, technological culture lies in the distinct
ways that writing and imaging have been used in ,

knowledge-definition and the production of power.

He contends that its distinct character arises from
increasingly sophisticated employment of what he

calls "immutable mobiles," by which he means all
the ways of writing down and making pictures of I

observations made in one place, so that their documen-

tation can be transported intact for use in another

place. There, they are considered, compared, used in
arguments, which then suggest a new round of
observations, which in turn result in new batches of
immutable mobiles and arguments from them.2

The effects are very different from that ofa
bit of knowledge kept in one place, to demonstrate

which Latour uses two maps as an example. The

French explorer La P6rouse asks a Pacific islander to

draw a map of his island. The man complies, draw-

ing in the sand with all the scale and details needed,

while La P6rouse copies on paper. The first map is

lost to the tide; the second, an immutable mobile, is

taken back to Versailles and used in an argument

that leads to trade and eventually to subjugation of
the island.

This sort ofknowledge-production began to

be habitual in the West more or less at the onset of
the Renaissance. It encouraged and in turn was

aided by a series of inventions beginning with the

printing press and perspective drawing. A cascading

effect occurred and accelerated, cycle upon cycle.

If the only significant aspect of reality is
that which can be gotten down on paper and used,

then the characteristics of architecture that partici-

pate in what I have been shorthandedly calling
house-knowledge are clearly in big trouble; obduracy

and enclosure are simply untranscribable. The value,

for providing knowledge and power, ofthe aspects of
architecture that the theater tries to avoid and the

house exaggerates is thereby now made doubly suspect.

Within such a cultural situation, the evi-

dence of the individual senses will tend to be valued

in direct proportion to its being transformable into a

mobile document. To the aggregation of the senses-
that is, the experience ofbeing a body in a particular,

unique, immovable place-the culture's participants

will be increasingly blind. Enclosure must therefore be

removed and obduracy regarded as an impediment.

Buildings, in self defense, acquire document-envy.

The history of architecture since the
Renaissance is at bottom the sequence of accommo-

dations to the increasingly pervasive domination of
documents in the culture. Latour lists five desirable

properties of immutable-mobile inscriptions which,

by extension, become similarly desirable aspects of
objects within the culture: things must be made to be

not only mobile and immutable, but presentable (that

is, visible together), readable, and combinable. (Per-

haps a time-qualifying corollary Io immutable should

be added: disposable, since once an object or docu-

ment has been read and has helped initiate a new

cycle of the system, it becomes superfluous.)

The architectural cognates are evident.

Mobility being difficult, flowing universal space must

be invented as a substitute. Immutability can be

approximated by universality, the idea that one archi-

tectural vocabulary could suit any culture or situa-

tion. Presentability induces the mania for clarity and

openness both inside and around buildings; good-

bye to the bearing wall and the hidden corners of the

traditional city. Readability was to be attained by rig-

orous visibility and clarity of stmctural system. Final-

ly, combinability's architectural translation would
have to be the tendency to dissolve the recognizable

distinctions among building types. (Bentham's
Panopticon is simply a device for turning houses

into a theater.) The Modern Movement, for all its
many variant versions, now looks not like a new

beginning but instead the logical culmination of
immutable-mobile envy.

The last quarter century's buildings and

theories were not only attempts to deal with the per-

ceived shortcomings of the Modern, but also recogni-

tions of the culture's pervasive, document-based,

immutable mobile system for defining legitimate

knowledge. Postmodernism wrote postcards remind-

ing us of obduracy and interiority, mostly without
suggesting we could really go back and live with
them. Deconstruction scribbled the charge that
architecture's attempt at simulation of documents

had failed; not only that, but the attempt had been

halfhearted from the outset. The thing to do was to

abandon all vestigial interest in material obduracy and

spatial interiority, and operate on the principle that
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your design wasrrs, orudforemost o document, because

the document was better understood and more highly
valued, in contemporary culture, than the building.
Thus the characteristic operations of Deconstructivist
design were, strikingly, those pertinent to manipulat-
ing paper: collage and erasure, cut and paste, photo-

copy and crumple, fold, spindle, and mutilate.
The ideal Postmodern building type is the

museum, and the last quarter of the zoth cenfury
not accidentally witnessed the greatest museum-
building binge in history. The very concept of the
museum depends on the idea of objects being treat-

ed like immutable mobile documents. Problems
occur when suspicions arise that an obiect really
can't be understood without knowing about its origi-
nal context. The paradoxical impulse when such sus-

picions take hold is of course to establish a museurn

of conturts trucked in to supplement the museum of
immutable mobiles, and the source of much of the
museum-building impulse in the period in question
is exactly there. Not only did art museums prolifer-
ate-every place was determined to assert its place,

and first-rate art museum buildings showed up in
secondary cities like Fort Worth and Mcinchenglad-

bach-but there was also a revealing multiplication
of institutions devoted to examining "material cul-
ture" on both the folk and the technological ends of
the spectrum. Oddest of all, odder even than the idea

of the transportable tragedy implicit in, say the Holo-
caust Museum in Washington, is the architecture
museum; the very conception of such a thing is
impossible when obduracy and interiority are consid-

ered fundamental attributes of architecture.

Subsequent to Postmodernism, there
emerged no single building type particularly attrac-

tive to Post-structuralist impulses-"type" itself is
suspect, of course-but one notes a constellation of
proiects that center on announcing the importance of
evanescent human movement: parks, highway instal-
lations, performing (rather than visual) art centers.

Post-structuralism's self-chosen fate, its vigilant edi
torial grimness the necessary inverse of Postmodern
attempts at wit, is to quiz the language-sphinx which
it already knows will never answer, and therefore
always to understand the world around as desert.

As educators, teaching the people who, we

hope, will be rebuilding-and unbuilding, where
appropriate-the earth, I think we can be of service

by calling up obduracy and interiority for considera-

tion and questioning. The design studio is, after
all, a participant par excellence in the economy of
immutable mobiles: documents dominate, and by
definition obduracy and interiority cannot be pre-
sent. Perhaps it is possible to at least bring them in
by implication by returning periodically to the very
un-simple matter of the size (not scale) of the things
being designed. To do so is not necessarily anthro-
pocentric; quite the contrary, it is to gain a sense of
the reciprocal formation of our selves and the world.

The second suggestion is to consider again

the relation of architectural obduracy and interiority
to langrage. Ifarchitecture does have aspects uncon-
ditioned by language, what are the consequences?

Here is another speculation. Language use does not
appear in children until after their appreciation of
the difference between themselves and the world,
between themselves and their two parents. Could
our difficulty with obduracy and interiority be
because the experience of them is a reenactment of
the initial, pre-speech, human desire to overcome the

indifferent obduracy ofthe father and gain recognition
as connected, and at the same time overcome the
overwhelming interiority of the mother and gain
recognition as separated? The wish implicit in all
would-be-enduring monuments is to lose individual
human fragility in collective, obdurate, material com-

memoration, to go ba& into the house of our ances-

tors and descendants. The wish implicit in the univer-
sal space, neither sacred nor profane, through which
immutable mobiles travel, is to emerge from the inte-
rior ofthe body to stand free, an eye in the theater of
the world. We are fated, or evolved (which term does

not matter) to hold both wishes. Deeper and older than
language, they may be the origins of architecture. o

I HannahArendt,fheLifeofthe*lind(NewYorkHarcourt.Eracef,Co.,l9Tl),p.93.

2 Eruno Latour, "Drawing Things Together," in lilichael Lynch and Steve Woolgar, eds..

Reyesentation in Scientitic Prrctrte(Cambridqe, Mass.: Mit Press.1990). See also t-atouas

"Clothing the Naked lruth," in Hilary lawson and Lisa Appignanesi, eds.. ,,Jnanilin| huth:

Reality in the Postnodem l?orld(l-ondon: Palgrave MacMillan.1989).

ally addressed to those of us

educators.
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Higher Education

Broad Center for the Biological Sciences

Learning Resource Center

Mondavi Center

ffircGraw-Hill Reports

Pau! Napolitano

A beautiful campus with an abundance of brilliant people now

has a striking new home for its burgeoning biological sciences

research department.

Situated on a tree-lined Pasadena street and sur-

rounded by historic structures, Broad Center for the Biological

Sciences will be the site of 13 key research groups that will help

the California lnstitute of Technology maintain the extraordi-

nary pace of discovery and innovation for which it is renowned.

"The Broad Center adds a distinguished architectural

achievement to Caltech's already beautiful campus," said

Caltech President David Baltimore. "Most importantly, it's a

highly functional building, providing a framework for advances

in the blological sciences in the 2lst century."

The travertine-clad building-designed by Pei Cobb

Freed & Partners and built by Rudolph & Sletten-was completed in

September. The building's lead designer was James Freed. Allen

Rudolph was the project executive for the general contractor.

Measuring 120,000 sq. ft., with three floors above

qround and two below, the Broad Center includes laboratories

and offices for 13 research teams, as well as conference rooms,

compact libraries, an auditorium, and a seminar room. The lat-

est modular design elements have been used to allow the

greatest flexibility for rearranging labs and offices to accom-

modate future needs at minimum cost. The design is intended

to maxlmize scientific interaction.

A mall covered by red Chinese pistache trees lines

one side of the building. The building's south'facing external wall,

which is adjacent to the Beckman lnstitute, is travertine, while

the other exterior walls are covered by embossed stainless steel.

Principal funding for the S50 million structure was

provided by a gift of more than S20 million from Edythe and Ell
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Broad. Eli Broad is chairman of AIG SunAmerica and has been a

Caltech trustee since 1993.

"Just as the 20th century was a period of major

advancement for chemistry and physics, the 21st century will

be the golden age for biology," tli Broad said at the building's

dedication.

The Broad Center's critical areas of investigation

will be magnetic imaging, computational molecular biology,

and investigation of the biological nature of consciousness,

emotion, and perception. o

top: Learning Resource Center, Mission College, Santa Clara

bottom: Broad Center Ior the Biologicat Sciences, pasadena

An lntelligent
Break From
Tradition

Learning Resource Centel

Missron College, Santa Clara

Architect: MBT Architecture,
General Contractor:
Lathrop Construction Associates

Paul Napolitano

Community colleges have unique needs that often require

special solutions. The 39,000-sq.-ft. Learning Resource Center in

the Silicon Valley is a prime example.

The layout and organization of the LRC is more open,

inviting, and accessible than traditional academic library

designs. Ihe building is in a highly visible location: the

college's entrance, where a concrete open book both defines

the building's function and draws attention to its purpose.

0nce inside, the space is clearly orqanized and user-

friendly. Help desks and service counters are placed on main cir-

culation routes. Reference volumes, videotapes, and other tradi-

tionally protected materials are placed in self-service locations,

while periodicals are displayed adjacent to casual reading areas.

Ihe LRC also houses a telecommunications facility,

while the building itself provides a needed boundary for a

grassy area where students can talk, study, or just relax.

The structure was sited adjacent to the existing

main building and campus center in conformance with the col-

lege's master plan. The LRC completes the first of the academic

quadrangles envisioned in the plan. Building elements align with

existing paths, define outdoor-use areas, and contribute to a

sense of place.

The LRC has two distinct natures: it is a digital-era

repository of information and an important source of social

interaction for the campus. This delineation is evident in the

building organization. Functional areas are clearly expressed

and given distinct character. Variation within a unifying theme

occurs through changes in volume and material and relative

degrees of openness and enclosure. o
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Mondavi Center:
A Patient Team Produces

Performing Arts Center

Design of UC Davis venue to

appeal to 'people in tuxedos

or blue jeans'

Cory Golden

As work went down to the wire on the Robert and Margrit Mon-

davi Center for the Performing Arts, architect Susan Rainier

couldn't help but imagine the relief she'd feel when it was over,

at long last. "l'm just hoping I don't start bawlinq," said Rainier,

project manager for UC Davis. "There's been so many sleepless

nights for me. I wondered if l'd even live to see the opening."

The S57 million,103,637tq.-ft. Mondavi Center opened

last 0ctober and Rainier did see it happen after three years of

work. The spectacular structure-touted as the "Kennedy Center

of the West Coast"-features an 1,800 seat concert hall for

muslc, dance, and theater, as well as public speakers and a

250-seat studio theater, which will most often be used for stu-

dent rehearsal and performance. The center's splashy inaugural

season will bring Broadway shows, plays, and opera and the likes

of cellist Yo-Yo Ma, physicist Stephen Hawking, and tap dancer

Savion Glover to Davis.

Also included in the project: a 709-car parking

garage, surface parking for 905 cars, a new roadway leading to

nearby lnterstate 80 and a l-acre entry park.

The building was designed by Portland, 0regon-

based Boora Architects. Consultants included engineerlng firms

Arup and Morton and Pltalo lnc.; acoustical experts McKay,

Conant, Brook lnc. and theater and lighting design firms Auer-

bach + Associates and Auerbach+Glasow, respectlvely. The

Roseville office of general contractor McCarthy Building Cos.

managed about 100 subcontractors.

Rainier said the project's biggest obstacle was the

universlty-required delivery method: a six-week, lump-sum

bidding process. Senior project manager Charlie Murr of

McCarthy said that between June of 2000 and February of

2002, progress was often snarled by the slow process of flush-

ing out errors, finding solutions, then finally receiving

approval to make changes before the project architect was

given the authority to direct work on site. "lt's a fantastic

product," he said, "but everybody on it is beat to hell."

Given just a one-month window for delays, there

was plenty of pressure to go around for a proiect that was

highly visible, sitting just off of lnterstate 80, about 15 miles

west of Sacramento and 73 miles east of San Francisco.

The new center, funded through discretionary funds

and private donations, is part of some dramatic changes at

UCD, including a S42 million Plant and Envlronmental Sciences

Buildlng which opened for the new school year. A S95 million

Genome and Biomedical Center is due next year, as is a S25

million institute for the study of food and wine.

The center itself, a sort of box-within-a-box built

with a steel bearing frame on 200 concrete piers, turned out to

be less trouble. Even the building's complex smoke-purge sys-

tem, which includes use of the front doors as dampers, Rainier

noted proudly, passed inspection on the first try.

The university was charged a premium for theater

experience, she said, but that paid off. Because of prequalifying

of subcontractors, she said, the miles of wiring and complex

work inside the concert halls went "effortlessly and flawlessly."

Though the concert hall involved a highly specialized

design to maximize acoustics and sight lines for future audi-

ences, the rest of the structure, she said, is deceptively simple:

"The rest is just the size. lt's not a lab building or a hospital, but

it's big-the ducts are 5 feet around to reduce noise." Because the

acoustical work means the building's core is not filled with typical

linear surfaces, it resulted in some interesting outcomes else-

where. Take the roof, which Murr said has 29 different elevations.

Principal architect Stanley Boles imagined concert

nights at the building when its glass face is "lit like a lantern"

and the lobby and entrance will be buzzing with activity. He

said the design team balanced functionality with two concepts:

a nod toward both the area and UCD's agricultural history and

a lobby that is itself a sort of stage.

To begin with, natural materials were chosen, includ-

ing lighftan veneer sandstone from lndia and slate pavers on both

the exterlor and inside the lobby. Glass walls to both the lobby and
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studio theater further blur the line between inside the building

and out. The university's arboretum adjoins the structure. lnside

the main concert hall itself, materials include wood from fir logs

salvaged from the bottom of Ruby Lake,Ontario, and bamboo.

Boles said he didn't want "a lot of fluff" that would

"look dated in five years." Ranier said the result ls a sleek,

modern design that because of the warm, natural materials
"has a kind of Zen feeling."

"The thing l've been impressed with is the overall

character and feellng of it," Boles said. "l think lt has sort of a

feeling of intimacy, even as big as it is. We didn't want it to be

intimidating. We wanted it to be inviting for people in tuxedos

and people in blue jeans and cowboy boots."

Visitors entering the lobby step into a three-st0ry,40-ft.

glass box with open stairwells, glass-railed balconies and ter-

races - a space created for those who enjoy seeing and being

seen. "You want the whole experience to be memorable," Boles said.

Seating in the building's main concert hall, with its

75-ft. ceiling, occurs 0n three levels, with the farthest seailO4

ft. from the stage. Ihe arch of the proscenium (the area

between the orchestra and curtain) and the double orchestra

lifts create a forestage allowing the orchestra to play in the

same room with the audience. Architectural lighting, too, can

vary with performance, through a mix of fiber-optic "star

lights" in the chandelier, balcony front and box lights, as well

as wall'washers and recessed down-lights.

The studio theater was designed for flexibility, with

movable seating and staging areas so that it can be used as an

arena theater, banquet hall, or lecture room. Adjacent dressing

rooms, food servery, and storage areas operate independenfly

of the main concert hall. A "technical street" allows staging

equipment to be moved along the length of the structure.

Among the building's unique features is its heating

and cooling system, which introduces air at floor level as opposed

to at the ceiling, providing both acoustical and energy-savinq benefits.

Under the main concert hall is a basement space ranging in

height from 4 to 6 feet. Hollow cavities are also located under

the balconies. Because the air is introduced at the floor, it does

not need to be super-chilled; nor does it have to be blown down,

allowing for the use of smaller, quieter fan motors.

As work came to a close, Rainier-whose office field-

ed some 3,000 requests for information and answers from

subcontractors-said she would not trade the experience, her

first in theaters, after projects like gymnasiums and skyscrapers.

For her, working on the center included everythinq

from a one-week theater design course at Harvard to giving

what felt like hundreds of tours she hadn't known were part of

her job description. "lt's been an education," she said. o

No Expenses Spared
For all its style, the Mondavi Center is designed to step oui of

the way, to let performers be seen and, even more importanfly,

be heard.

"You're going through all that trouble and spending

all that money," principal architect Stanley Boles said, "and all it

really comes down to is seeing and hearing well in one room."

Jackson Hall, the structure's collaboratively
designed main performance room, is a 75-ft.-tall box-within-a-

box, with clear sight lines for alli,800 audience members.

Acoustical designer Ron McKay of McKay, Conant,

Brook lnc., said the key to the hall's design was isolating it

from the sounds of nearby lnterstate 80 and train tracks.

An analysis of the floor vibrations at the nearby UC

Davis Alumni Center aided the design of the basement, which also

houses the chamber feeding the cooling system. A lined duct to

deaden sound backs each grill that feeds cool air into the hall.

The hall is lined with sandstone panels-tilted at

precise angles to reflect sound toward Douglas fir panels-and

plaster ceilings that are curved to intercept sound waves being

distributed to the crowd.

Moreover, each piece of the room is part of the

acoustical puzzle: whether it's the double doors that whisper

rather than clank shut or perforated seat bottoms so designed

that, if a seat is empty, it still absorbs sound.

The varied sorts of performances planned for the

hall mandate that its acoustics be flexible-to, as Boles said,

"enhance the spoken word or give you that lovely reverbera-

tion of the last notes of a symphony."

Three major components allow reverberation to be

altered from one second to two, McKay explained:
. Ihe orchestra shell, a sort of "movable garage" at the back

of the stage, can be brought forward on air casters. Most of the

orchestra sits inside of the shell, the rest on a forestage creat-

ed by lifts, allowing the orchestra to play in the same room as

its audience.

. An acoustical canopy made of a steel frame with curved fir
panels above the stage can be raised or lowered. The canopy

that lets the strlng section hear the brass also reflects the first

sounds the audience hears. The quicker those sounds arrive,

the more intimate and smaller the room feels.

. Velour drapes, lowered from an attic space and from wood-

en grilles along the walls to reduce reverberation.

"No expense was spared in regard to acoustics,"

said the university's project manager, architect Susan Rainier.

"That was our No. l priority." o
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Keys to Building a

Successful Practice

Craig Park, FSMPS, Associate AIA

Finding and leveraging resources that can improve marketing

and business development acumen is often the key differen-

tiator between the good and the great.

Because there is often confusion, or a least misunder-

standing, when it comes to the term "marketing," let us begin

with some common vocabulary. Richard Nelson, vice president of

building industry application service provider (ASP) Cosential

(www.cosential.com), defined the differences very well, saying,

"Marketing builds the image of the company and its brand identi-

ty, in order to pull clients into the firm's sphere of influence. Busi-

ness development builds channels through which the company

pulls in new business opportunities, such as strategic alliances

and partnerships. Selling is all about pushing business into the

company by pursuing specific clients and opportunities."

Notwithstanding the natural inclination for architects

to avoid the "S" word, marketing, business development, and

sales are all necessary to convey and secure the opportunities

to demonstrate the services a design practice can provide. Ihe

key elements of marketing excellence are easy to identify. Mas-

tering them is the ongoing challenge. To succeed, professional

service providers, whether in the design/bid/build or design/build

arena, must learn to articulate those strengths that set them

apart from their competition.SEy0uunless
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After all,

you cannot design it

(and they can't build it)



The Society for Marketing Professional Services

(SMPS; www.smps.org) is one group specifically developed to

assist the building industry professional with education and

networking opportunities in all three areas. Celebratinq its

30th anniversary in 2003, SMPS is a nationwide gathering place

for more than 5,500 practitioners responsible for marketing

or business development for their companies.

When it began back in 1973, "Bird Doggers

Anonymous" (as it was affectionately known) was a small

collection of architectural and engineering professionals in

San Francisco, Houston, and Boston, who would meet

surreptitiously at local restaurants (because their principals

and partners forbade their speaking openly with each othefl

to compare notes on client trends and buying habits. ln 1982,

SMPS was formally incorporated as a not-for-profit, chapter-

based association of like-minded professionals. lt has continued

to grow and expand since.

0ut of this collection of "deviants" (to use Watts

Wacker's terminology for positive transformation uslng fringe

ideasr), sprang a new approach to sharing ideas and develop-

inq and implementing new marketing and business develop-

ment strategies. lmagine the surprise for those early "mar-

keters" if they were to look at the sophisticated networking,

business-to-business web options, and database management

tools that exist today. ln reality, they would probably just

comment, "lt's all about relationships-everything else just

doesn't matter."

Today, SMPS serves its members based on a vision

"to become the premier source for marketing and manage-

ment education, information and resources for the built and

natural environments." Their mission parallels that vision

with goals to enhance the abilities of the Society's members

to l) advance in their careers; 2) secure profitable work for

their firms; and 3) create positive client relationships. With

more than 50 chapters throughout the U.S., SMPS provides

local, regional, and national programs and resources

designed to improve the value and perception of its members

and the Society overall.

To achieve their vision and in support of its
mission, SMPS leadership at both the national and chapter

level continues to develop new and innovative learning

programs. They are also building affiliate relationships with

other design and engineering associations, includlng the AlA,

llDA, ACEC, and McGraw-Hill (as co-sponsors of thelr annual

Building lndustry Economic Outlook programs) by providing

marketing-oriented educational programs, publications, and

other resources for their members.

Back in 1985, as a young professional myself,

beginning a new role managing one of my firm's branch

offices in Los Angeles, I found SMPS to be a great resource for

learning and shared interests. While attending a California

AIA-sponsored program on securing federal government

contracts (those infamous 5F2541255 forms), I spoke with the

moderator, Lloyd Backen, FSMPS (then a principal with a large

regional AE firm; now a marketing consultant in Sacramento).

His recommendation for learning more about marketing my

firm's services: "Join SMPS. You'll learn everything you need

to know there."

I took his words to heart, and those relationships-

built around the common goals of communicating the value

of each of our services to meet each client's needs and

understandlng the power of the "team"-have continued to

this day to help me secure new work for my practice. I always

have believed that you get more by participating than just

observing, and so I got Involved in SMPS leadership. First at a

chapter level, then later at the national level, I found that not

only did I learn new marketlng and business development

skills, but also I was able to learn and apply leadership skills

that directly related to the increasing responsibilities I had

within my practice, while I expanded my network of associates

and business contacts.

SMPS builds their service offerings based on six

"Domains of Practice" deslgned to provide mastery of professional

service marketing, regardless of whether you are a large or

small firm, practice archltecture or engineering, or serve the

industry as a contractor or consultant. These areas of knowledge

building include:

. Marketing Research

. Marketing Plan

. Client & Business Development

. Statements of 0ualification (S00s) & Proposals

. Promotional Activity (Public Relations & Communlcation)

. lnformation, Resource, & 0rganizational Management
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These areas of marketing and business development expertise

have been thoroughly researched and documented in
the Society's very popular book, Ihe Marketing Handbook for

Desiqn & Construction Professionals (Alexandria, VA: SMPS, 2000).

SMPS's local chapters typically offer a variety of

these programs monthly, intermixed with client-focused

discussions desiqned to help secure "real" work. So much has

the interest in business development skill-building increased

(probably as a direct result of the ever-cyclical economic down-

turn) that SMPS has created a unique special interest group,

known as the Business Development lnstitute (BDl), designed to

provide educational programs focusing on improving client

relationships and increasing sales opportunities.

Carla Thompson, FSMPS, Principal and Corporate

Marketing Director for Seattle-based MulvannyG2 Architecture

(www.mulvannygZ.com) is an active particlpant in SMPS for a

variety of reasons: networking, continuing educatlon, and,

more recently, project opportunities and client connections.

She notes, "Clients come in all shapes and sizes nowadays. lt

was not so long ago that architectural firms were at the top of

the feeding chain at SMPS events, and it was like being surround-

ed by a bunch of hungry sharks. Marketers from engineering

firms and contractors wanted to get close to you so you'd put

them on your project team."

With the slowdown in the economlc climate and its

impact on the building industry nationwide, today engineering

firms are often in the prime position, and general contractors

are the lead in design/build projects, so architectural firms

are now looking to team with f/rem. Thompson continued,
"Marketing in the 2000s ls much more of a team sport, and

today's competitor could be tomorrow's joint venture partner.

Architectural firms who are not participating in SMPS are

missing a client-rich networking opportunity."

[ach year, SMPS stages a national conference (in

2003: August 13{6 at the JW Marriott Desert Ridge in Phoenix,

Arizona) that combines teaching and interactive learning from

some of the premier thought leaders on marketing with prac-

tical applications for business development. ln recent years,

to further the value to the program's attendees, SMPS has

co-produced the conference with the Professional Services

Management Association (PSMA; www.psmanet.org) to offer

leadership development, organizational development, and

technology tracks that provide increased opportunities to find

new ideas and new resources for building the successful

design practice.

Past conferences have featured out-of-the-box

thinkers like Michael Brill, Tom Peters, Ken Blanchard, and

Harvey MacKay, along with concurrent learning sessions on all

aspects of marketing, business development, and personal

and professional development. All SUPS programs, at the

chapter, regional, and national level, qualify for AIA-approved

learning credits.

Peter Keinle, FSMPS, Director of Marketing for
Columbus, 0hio-based architects, Moody/Nolan Ltd. (www.

moodynolan.com), adds, "By far, the best value of being in

SMPS is the nationwide network of 5,500 A/E/C marketers."

Moody/Nolan has worked in more than 35 states. They continue

to grow by pursuing "the right project" anywhere in the US

that matches their specific areas of expertise.

Keinle continues, "0ur biggest area of specializa-

tion is collegiate and community recreation centers. lf I hear

of a project, I ask myself'do I know an SMPS member there?'lf

not, I go to the SMPS directory. When you call an SMPS mem-

ber, you are calling someone who markets fulltime or has mar-

keting responsibilities, a professional who will answer your

call because he or she is interested in finding work, whether it

is on his/her own or with another firm. Ieaming today is more

the norm than ever before."

What Keinle finds refreshing is that SMPS members

will openly discuss project opportunities and see if there is a

fit between the firms. lf the local flrm is not interested in

collaborating, they will usually provide other information as

needed, such as the local competition, consultants, or another

local SMPS member who can help.

Keinle concludes, "l often say that if I find out

about a new lead in the morning, I will know enough about the

project by the end of the day to make go/no go and teaming

decisions, largely from information given by SMPS members I

have contacted."

At the end of the day, finding new clients, develop-

ing mutually satisfying (and profitable) relationships based on

providing excellent service, creating the teams to provide

those services, relating those successes to other potential

customers, and as a result building "the brand" for your firm

is all about "marketing." Ihe Society for Marketing Professional

Services is the best place to learn and apply those skills and

to develop a personal professional network that will help your

firm succeed now and well into the future.

For more lnformation about SMPS, their Bookstore,

and their Marketing Resource Center, visit their website at

www.smps.org, or call 800-292-5MPS. o

l. Mathews. Ryan & Watts Wacket, The Deviantts Advantaqe: How frinqe tdeas

Becone Mass Markefs (New York Crown Business Publications, 2002).
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Under the Radar

Ninth Street Office Building,

Santa Monica

David Lawrence Gray Architects

Anne Zimmerman, AIA
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Probably the most "under the radar" aspect of David Lawrence

Gray is how he sees through his architectural lens. Gray

believes that architects should be the catalysts in our commu-

nities.0therwise, we marginalize ourselves by not understand-

ing the building process and thinking about what should be

built to contribute to the community and be "great art."

Gray, a Berkeley architecture school graduate,

found himself in Seattle, after a stint working with Frei 0tto on

the Montreal World's Fair Pavilion. lnspired by the initiative of

architect Ralph Anderson, who spearheaded the renewal of

Pioneer Square in Seattle by buying historic buildings with his

wealthy clients, Gray has been the visionary behind similar

efforts in the Los Angeles area, including the restoration of

the St. James on Sunset Boulevard. lt never occurred to him

that architects did not decide what would be built in the com-

munity. Since 1973, when he moved to Southern California, he

has quietly advanced this approach to design and architecture

through his own projects, through design for other client's
projects, and through the University of Southern California,

where he teaches.

As the developer of several infill office buildings in

Santa Monica, Gray and his firm design incremental projects

that are not only fully rented, with a waiting list, but con-

tribute to the community as quality architecture. Architects

can see things, and when that vision is part of what we do as

architects, we contribute so much more than the architect

who is just the designer for the client's building. 0therwise,

the client has already made the key creative decisions of
"what and where" for the project.

The Ninth Street 0ffice Building treats the office as

a peaceful, light-filled oasis. The two-story, 4410 square foot

structure was built for approximately 5600,000, excluding ten-

ant improvements. Frontinq the sidewalk is a freestanding

concrete wall that is a sculptural sign and buffers the building

from the street. Patios and a sense of layered public and pri-

vate space are created. Sparingly designed overall, the palette

reflects the industrial materials seen in the surrounding ware-

houses and industrial spaces, now often converted to stylish
offices and studios. Concrete, steel, glass and wood are used

with conservation in mind and are "off the shelf." A reception

desk exposes the 2 x 4 framing used in the formwork for the
concrete wall in an elegant, horizontally ribbed design.

Gray and his talented staff have proven that quality,

affordable development can be successful and profitable; that
architects have the responsibility to maintain the standards

on a project. Currently, downtown Los Angeles stirs him, and

he will soon show us his vislon there. o
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Lynn Call, AIA

Relatively unknown architect of California modernism, Jack

Hillmer, is a dedicated modernist whose predominant

inf luence, Frank Lloyd Wrlght, tempered Hillmer's intuitive

affinity for the structural sensibilities of Mies van der Rohe.

Giving expression to these influences on a remote

penlnsula of the San Franclsco shoreline, Hillmer placed among

the blanketing vegetation flat roofs, visually softened under a

layer of gray pebbles brought up from the shore. Artfully inte-

qrated into nature, the nearly imperceptible 1950 Ludeklns res-

idence avoids formal design manipulation. Rather, it addresses

the ambiguity between form and the surrounding landscape.

Placing the body of the house over an area of ero-

sion protects the site's elevated northern area and optimizes

an unlnterrupted shoreline view to the south. The space config-

uration is elonqated east to west, but constrained by the thick

cover of trees. "Trees became the termination points for the

roof elements. 0nly one tree was cut down," Hillmer explains.

"lf the layout of the house was moved three feet in any direc-

tion, trees would have been eliminated right and left." The

angle of the cypress branches suggested the angle of the three

lower, dlamond shaped roofs, which define transitional spaces.

Natural woods comprise the unifylng material palette: Kelobra

hardwood of an earthy brown dlstinguishes folding doors; dark

ebony delineates storage wall sliding doors; soft toned redwood

comprises ceillng and wall surfaces. All redwood enclosure and

dividing walls are untreated planks glued together, secured to the

roof joists and colored concrete slab; no studs are used as fram-

ing. Ihe redwood fascias are back-hammered on to headless

nails; no surface nailing was allowed. The design speciflcations

eliminated trim, bases, glazing stops, and materlal buttjoints.

There is no visible cabinet or drawer hardware in

the utility areas; no handles, no pulls. The electrical outlets and

switches are likewise understated: no outlet or switch cover

plates. The finish material is all one discerns.

When asked what he thinks of contemporary technology

allowing architects to compose buildlngs of complex sculptural

shapes, Hillmer responds, "Seeing architects such as Frank Gehry

develop a proiect from bent paper models, I feel that the work is

somewhat accidental." Hillmels architecture is not preoccupied

with form or the technology of the present, but is concerned

with the response to the client and how the building Integrates envi'

ronmentally. Hillmer's architecture belongs where it is placed. o
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